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admitted, and that is, that what is true of man now was true finable appendages to our being as they are frequently sup and to in any way interfere with the full and free exercise of of some of the claims and tenets of Catholicism, which, if con
posed to be—something susceptible of being swapped oil’ as these faculties, in the largest sense, is to become an aggressor tinued, and still continued, would end by a protestation against
of him ever, in respect to his faculties.
With this much common ground, upon which all must fall we would a jack-knife or a shilling. It is for this reason that and a tyrant, and as such to be resisted and controlled. But every ten et; and what would that be but Atheism ? Just so
back and take their stand as a starting-point, let us here insti they are inalienable, and if inalienable, how shall they be what, it may be asked, is to be done with those who transgress of modern Democracy; did it continue to protest, it would
T H E R IG H T S O F M A J O R IT IE S .
tute some inquiries into the origin of this thing called govern alienated ? and if they can not be alienated, how shall we del the law of right, and despoil their neighbor of his property ? end in no government at all. Neither the one nor the other
BY I. RIMIX.
ment; for if government be an institution founded upon prin egate to others to do for us what the imperative law of our na The answer is simply, restrain them ; and for this purpose all is based on any principle; they have no fixed axiom on which
just government should be instituted. Besides, by the principles to fall back when attacked.
That the majority have a right to govern, in the abstract ciple, that institution must be predicated upon some necessity ture demands to be done by ourselves only ?
If Democracy is what Fourth-of-July orators and stump
Again, What is it that government may do as a right, that here laid down, we have an infallible rule by which to deter
sense—that in which it is generally claimed—is a most mon of our nature, and administered by virtue of some right, either
strous assumption, and in my estimation involves the grossest let down from heaven (jure divino) or exhumed from “ mother the individual may not do with an equal right? In answer to mine what is right with respect to our neighbor, by simply speakers tell us it is, and I believe it is, the “ individual sov
earth.” It is exceedingly amusing to trace the sophisms of this we are told that the civil and criminal jurisprudence of the inquiring, what does nature demand ? To be secure in life and ereignty,” then the claim of the majority to a right to govern
form of tyranny with which the world was ever beset.
I am aware that in the position I here assume I may render law writers of the past, and see to what desperate resorts they country of right belong to the government, because citizens property is the right of our nature, and no man has a right to the minority melts before this truth like wax in a burning cra
myself obnoxious to those windy political seers whose busi are led, in the hope of being able to give a semblance of au who have been injured in person or property could not well do in any way molest either, unless he has a right to do wrong, ter. Individual sovereignty is just as incompatible with the
tyranny of ten thousand as with the tyranny of one.
ness it is to “ save the Union,” particularly when no one thority to those who in high places have tyrannized over the justly by the offender, while smarting under the injury, as a which is an absurdity.
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criticism of men who think, it will be but a small matter to
bear the assaults of such as have been named. A right to gov earth to groan under the weary tread of her stricken children discuss the question here of the right of either government or them, and a safe basis furnished on which the rights of indi by any possible means whatever be vested with the right to
deprive one man of life, food, clothing, air, light, free thought,
ern ! And where did that imagined right have its origin ? By —marshaling in fratricidal conflict millions of God’s children, citizens to inflict pain because an offense has been committed, viduals and the sphere of government may be predicated.
If all men were in that state of moral growth by which they or.moral, by which is meant religious, freedom; and had I the
whose authority was it conferred ? Upon what statute in the who, stimulated by the falsities of government and religion, may we not ask whether it is necessarily the case that courts
award just decisions and that citizens would not? If such is would be led to respect the rights of all, the necessity of gov power to enforce my right, and all men everywhere were to
make the world desolate in war and impoverished in peace.
book of Nature is it founded ?
If there be such a thing as a right vested in one or more not necessarily the case, then it is merely a question of expe ernment would cease, as the demands for government grow admit it, I should feel justified before God and the archangels
As there is probably no one proposition more unhesitatingly
received—by the people of this country, at least, than the one persons, or even a majority, to govern, which right is not pos diency, with which at tiiis time we have nothing at all to do, out of our weaknesses and the non-observance of the common in defending that right, though it involved the extinction of
I mean to question in this article, nor by the denial of which, sessed by others, it must have one of the following sources, and which is virtually yielding the point. Besides, it is not rights of humanity. It should therefore be the aim of govern every life assailing me.
It is the province of a government, and its only province, to
the party so denying is more likely' to become an outlaw from viz., 1. Divine right; 2. Human conceded right; or, 8. The unfrequently the case that courts and jurios do manifest wrong, ment to protect the citizen in the exercise of all his natural
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so great a heresy in support of the ground assumed. And
feeling that my difference with them is no greater than is ern hemisphere for discussion; the credentials being too infor of the highest rectitude in their conduct. And it may be a whereas, now governments are themselves the invaders and stream that comes gushing up from the green earth to slake
theirs with me, I may plead some justification in thus daring mal to sustain so weighty a claim, the holders thereof are obliged question, after all, which of the two, the court or the individual, pensioners of wrong. For instance: Man is born into the the thirst of the traveler, but I have no right to poison the
to oiler my views in a candid spirit to those who wish to read. to change tactics, and by playing upon another string, ellect by would most conform to the principles of equity, especially in world, and finding himself in need of shelter and food, he fountain, and thus scatter pain and death where health and life
It is, too, somewhat humiliating in an age which boasts of its wire-pulling and whisky what unmasked impudence could not. these days of legal ■*hocus pocus,” when wealth and influence looks around for a spot on which to erect his tenement and should prevail. I have a right to a spot of the earth on which
The second presumes human rights to bo 1ifco a m an’s coat can set a murderer of innocence at large * I conclude, there produce his bread, but he looks in vain. The earth has been I am born, and out of which is to come my sustenance ; but I
progress—and that with much justice—to see every truth
which this wonder-workipg creation of God is continually un or his purse, which, by a mere act of volition, he may hand to fore, from these and other, considerations which might be urged, usurped by man’s cupidity, and government sanctions the have hb rightrto 'fehce-up'five hundred-or a thousand square
folding to bless the race of humanity, and heal its bruises, his neighbor to be disposed of as he sees fit. It supposes that were it not for protracting the article to too great a length, that usurpation. With equal justice might the atmosphere be bot miles to stand in idle waste, while scores and hundreds of
obliged to come bowing and scraping its admission into the the people may delegate to a governmental authority the right governmental rights, so called, whether vested in a king or a tled up from our use, until we had paid a bonus for the privilege strong arms and willing hearts are seeking a spot whereon to ,
world with its hat under its arm, as though it were some to do something which the individual may not. For instance, majority of the people, are not derived from delegated rights of life by the use of the air. It is a mockery and a burlesque toil, and thus bless themselves and others.
But I must bring this article, already too long, to a close.
eleemosynary pensioner upon its bounty, rather than its savior. to hang one of its subjects by the neck, or decapitate him at of the citizen, and that a government is vested with no moral of every principle of just dealing to tell us of the rightto life,
But without wasting time in formalities, I will proceed. the block, or give license and sanction to a national butchery, authority to do what a citizen might not do with equal propriety. after we attain it, when all the natural avenues to its sustenance Of course, I could only hint at the more prominent points,
Is it the right of might ? To this question it seems we may are barred against us, until wo bribe the gate keepers to permit leaving the inferences to the reader. Many questions as to
Man is born into the world possessing certain capabilities of to make a legitimate, honest, and useful calling contraband,
hear
millions of voices answering, No! And yet, for all this, us to do what we should be able to do without bribes.
consequences will arise in minds on reading this’articlc. For
growth, and accompanied by certain requirements, the former and do all this with clean, unsullied hands. Nay, even more,
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ried in a relative extent with regard to individual cases, arc he possesses not himself ? Can the “ stream rise higher than
pressors of all the earth, but the right of might, or rather the
3d. What right has all the world to govern one man, more that things would all fall off.” If we reason from first princi
nevertheless as general and extensive as the race, each having the fountain ?”
ples we shall be much less liable to err than if we judge from
to some extent the same in kind, though varied in degree.
But again : If the acts performed by government in any re power of might ? What is it even in this country that gives than the one man to govern all the world ?
Let us briefly consider these questions. In regard to the remote effects. Principles are eternal, and when once clearly
It is io be remembered, too, that these faculties are inherent spect arc of such a nature as that such acts would be wrong in to the majority the control and subjection of the minority?
in us, having no will of our own, nor a choice as to the nature the citizen to perform, and the government derives its sole We must bear in mind that it is not necessary that this might first of them, we have only to inquire, What are our natural re defined, we have a light to our faith in which we may safely
or quality of them ; and furthermore, that they are active by powers from the consent or concession of the governed, then must be strength of body, as in the early days of the race, for quirements respectively ? If the king has a nature difterent tread.
P h i l a d e l p h i a , May, 1854.
virtue of an animus of their own, and necessarily come in con it follows that the citizens collectively have a right to do wrong it is no less might when, by cunning and the aid of the. shrewd from other men, the needs of which arc of such a character as

fíje |)riiiciplcs üf flninn.

tact with principles and things around them, and thus actual
ize themselves into creations of beauty and order, and, may be,
disorder. As these are truths with regard to man now, so
were they of him in all past time, since the first human pulse
throbbed and the first human eye opened upon heaven’s sun
light. Thus are all men not only brothers, being born of the
same parentage, but equals, with the qualifications of degree
above-mentioned, and alike possessed of common faculties,
meant, from the very nature of their constitution, to be active.
For instance, we have eyes with which to see, ears with
which to hear, a tongue with which to speak, a head with
which to think, organs by which we appreciate the sublime—
the ideal—color, form, size, etc., with all the organs more
strictly pertaining to the functions and uses of the body. It
will be seen, also, that each and every one of these organs or
faculties have an (.rlcrnal relation, by which is meant that they
arc designed to come in contact with things external to them
selves, as the eye does with light, the ear with atmospheric vi
brations, etc.
So also of our wants. In the performance of the functions
of the mind and body there is a loss or consumption of mate
rial which must be supplied by the use of food, which we
draw from without; also there is a demand that the body be
protected. The chilling blasts of winter make heavy contri
butions upon the animal heat, to correct which we clothe our
selves and build tenements to shelter us from the storms; all
of which are to be provided by access to the world without.
It will not be necessary to enter into an argument to prove
what it is presumed all men will admit, and we may therefore
venture to lay down the following propositions as truths, viz.:
1. The fact of the endowment of life presumes the right of
life.
2. Man is born into the world with certain wants, faculties,
and powers which are innate and common to all.
8. These wants, faculties, and powers depend mainly, if not
entirely, for their support and development upon man’s con
tact with the world around and the elements which it affords.
4. That the right to the means by which life is sustained is
parallel with the right to life.
1 have already stated another fact, which will no doubt be

—than which no absurdity can be greater.
And again : The supposition that individuals may comprom
ise or barter away their rights with impunity is not only a
fallacy, but the act impossible. The proof of this is found in
the fact that all rights are inalienable. We can no more bar
ter away our moral, intellectual, physical, and social rights,
than we can barter away our heads and live. That Divine
Wisdom which created' man has indissolubly bound together
the right and the exercise thereof, and no power in the earth
can sunder them. In this also is exhibited a splendid evidence
of the goodness of God, thus constituting his sentient children
a harmonious combination of activities, giving both pleasure
and knowledge, which the creature, in the blindness of infancy,
can not squander if he would. What would we think of a man
who should be foolish enough to talk of delegating to the Pres
ident and Congress the right to eat and sleep for him, to clothe
themselves for him, and perform such other physical require
ments as nature demands of himself? If such a proposition
would render a man ridiculous, what should be thought of him
who would wish to delegate to others the nobler rights of mind
and the spiritual nature ? It is true that the idea obtains that
governmental authority is derived from rights delegated by the
citizen, and this idea has exhibited itself in the Church also,
as we may see in the creeds and ritualism of both Catholicism
and Protestantism. In religion, the world has conceded to
the Church the right of doing all the thinking for its members.
When, therefore, we come to look at this subject in the simple
matter-of-tact, every-day light, in its bearings upon our animal
necessities, we sec that the transfer of rights is not only im
probable, but actually impossible. What is a right but the
supply o f the demands o f the activities of our nature in its sim
ple and composite constitution ? As, the eye demands light as
a right, the eye by nature being adapted to light and light to
the eye.; the stomacii and nutritive organs to food, and food to
them ; the mind to expansion, and therefore free thought; the
soul to an assimilation with the attributes of the Divinity, and
therefore to stretch forth its hand and drink long and deep po
tations from the well-spring of love and goodness. Rights are
as much a part of our individuality as is our head or heart, and
alike inseparable from us. They are not those windy, inde-

and interested, circumstances can be so arranged as that the that they can not be supplied but at another’s expense, there
masses are shackled and rendered powerless to resist. When might be a small semblance of justification for his dominion.
ever a government exercises its dominion from the claim of
But do we come into the world naked and helpless ? So does
hereditary descent of royal blood, and that claim is sustained the king. Arc we dependent upon the treasury of “ mother
by a misdirected sentiment of the people, or when “ priests earth” lor the means of sustaining life ? So is the king. Do
(kings) bear rule by their means, and the people love to have we need the stern experience of an eventful and busy life to
it so,” then is that government exercised and predicated upon make us wise ? So does the king. On the other hand, does
might alone. And it makes no difference whether that govern the king need to be provided with a comfortable and well-ap
ment be called a monarchy or a republic, since the same law pointed dwelling? So do we. Does the king need to be
holds good in either case. If this rule be a just one, and it well clothed to protect him from cold and the changing atmo
will be found somewhat troublesome to invalidate, we may in sphere ? So do we. Does he need earth-room on which to
its light see clearly the foundation of existing governments, stand, and from which to draw subsistence ? So do we. In
and that, after all, some of our grand Fourth-of-July speeches short, does he need all those manifold supplies, great and
savor somewhat of “ Buncombe.” With these few hints sim small, which bless the earth-life, and invest it with a thousand
ply, as they are, let us go back to our starting-point—to our enjoyments ? So do we all. Pain and pleasure, joy and sor
first principles, and they resolve themselves into this simple row, sickness and health, hope and fear, life and death, have
proposition, viz.: That there are no moral rights in the earth thus far been the lot of mortality, whether king or peasant.
but what ¡tcrlain to man alone, and are possessed by him. And Since, then, he is alike only the sharer of the nobler endow
moral rights are the foundation of all rights ; and further, that ments of our being, and alike the heir of the frailties common
a right, in its strict and proper sense, is simply what belongs to mortals, there is no ground here on which a claim to domi
to a faculty, organ, or other natural endowment, and these neer may rest. Hence his rights and my rights are parallel,
rights are inalienable, in the strictest sense of the word. Men dominion belonging to neither, but//m?o»i to both.
everywhere being constituted alike in regard to the wants of
These same remarks will apply to the supposed right of the
their nature, have necessarily the same demands upon the majority. But we are told that we should submit to the will
resources of the moral, intellectual, and material worlds, quali of the majority. So we should when that will is right, and
fied only by the degree of their development. Thus a large contravenes none of the natural rights of the minority, but not
man, with largely-developed lungs, will require more airvto otherwise. Does the majority know more than the minority ?
breathe than one of smaller chest, and it is his right to have it. Not always. It is not true that five men must know more than
The man of active mind and clear perception and reason will four; and if they did, they should not use that knowledge as
demand more scope to his thought, and it is his right to have an agent of tyranny to oppress the less wise. But we arc told,
it. He whose moral sense of duty to God leads him to the also, that it is democratic to submit to the majority. Not so.
conviction that God made all days alike holy, and that he is Those who talk thus have but a poor conception of true De
under no obligation to his conscience to suspend his legitimate mocracy. True Democracy asserts the right and sovereignty
calling upon one day of the week, has his rights invaded when o f the individual, not his slavery to one under the title of king,
the law compels him to suspend his pursuits. These illustra or to a hundred thousand under the plea of “ majority.” Detions will set forth the writer’s idea of what constitutes human mocracv, as at present understood in this country, is a nega
rights, freed from all mysticism and metaphysical fogyism.
tion, virtually Atheism in governmental philosophy. It is a
Now those faculties and demands of our nature being com protest against kingly rule, and as such is well, but in its ulti
mon to all men, rights are consequently everywhere the same, mate is no government at a ll; just as Protestantism in theology
tends to Atheism—for what is Protestantism but a lopping off
* The Ward Caae.

S P O K E N IN T W O M IN U T E S .

On Tuesday evening, the 27th ult., we were present at a
private circle, assembled at one of the principal hotels in this
city. Several media were entranced, including Mrs. French,
of Pittsburg. In the course of a very pleasant interview, Bro.
R. P. A m b l e r was entranced, and with a measured and musical
utterance pronounced the accompanying poem. It is pure in
sentiment and altogether agreeable in versification.—E d.
TIIE SPIRIT-HOME.

In Islands of the far-off Sea,
Which mortals call Eternity,
Abide the pure, and bright, and free,
E'er floating there.
And swiftly fly the golden hours
Beneath the shade of sylvan bowers,
While fragrance from immortal flowers
Fills all the air.
It is the soul’s celestial home,
Where gifted Spirits freely roam
Within the wide, majestic dome
Of radiant skies.
All peacefully they float and sing !
Unshadowed by earth’s sorrowing,
To earth a holy joy they bring,
That never dies.
Borne on a sea that hath no shore,
On high the shining angels soar,
Where vail of mortal night no more
Shall cast its shade.
There Hope and Love shall find no tomb,
And Joy shall wear no shroud of gloom,
But flowers of beauty ever bloom,
No more to fade.
From far the living radiance flows,
And through the deep of ether glows,
To make make a couch of sweet repose,
For angels’ re st;
And tides of life, in one bright wave.
Roll o’er the shadows of the grave,
Whose flowing waters yet shall lave

B*ch human breast.
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always can—amid the storm he raised. Only the narrow,
statute-consciences were convulsed with the rage of little pas
sions that herd with error. With regard to the lesser subject
_{]ie Fugitive Law—involved, we have nothing to say. Our
interest is not sectional nor partisan, but confined to the de
fense of the great principle that there is a law higher than
any human law or constitution, and equal to any emergency.
Whether a Seward, or Sumner, or some other man stands on
that issue, he stands on tho rock of T r u t h , and oceans of
vituperation may rage around him, but they can not shake
him from his ground.
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This remarkable man has at length unsealed his lips on the
subject of the European war. At a great meeting of Sheffield
Englishmen—in the presence of fourteen thousand stout, brave,
and sympathizing hearts—he has arraigned the Anglo-French
plan for defending national boundaries, and restoring old bal
ances of power. Taking the liberty which the BritislFconstitution awards, oven to tho exile and refugee, of speaking the
truth, as he conceives it, freely and boldly, he has charged the
allies of Turkey with seeking,"not to reduce Russia to limits
where she would be forced permanently to remain, and thus
not only set Turkey, hut all Europe, free from future incursions
of tho Czar, but with seeking by a secret and rotten diplo
macy to patch up a peace, so as barely to save the honor of
Turkey and not humiliate the Czar.
Kossuth sees endless proof of this, but none stronger than is
manifested in tho anxiety of England to secure Austria and
Prussia, particularly the former, to tho Western alliance.
Kossuth holds that any settlement based on such regard for
Austria, a corrupt, bankrupt, faithless, and perjured power, as
shall secure for her in the settlement the continuance of her
oppressions in Poland—or tho slice of Poland she has got at
the partition of that nation—Hungary, and Italy, will be no
real peace or independence for Europe ; that it will be only
a steadying of a tottering pile of fraud and folly for a moment,
leaving it to the mercy of the next tempest—and that tempests
will hang in the sky just so long as there are clouds of politi
cal guilt unexploded.
Kossuth’s plan for the real crushing of the ambitious power
of Russia, is that England and France shall, beyond defending
the rights of Turkey, leave Austria and Prussia to manage
their own combustible aflairs as they may, having no alliance
with them ; and at once restore nationality to bleeding Poland,
making her, as she would he by her position and with her
15,000,000 Russia-haling people, the natural and perpetual
bulwark of Europe again the Czar. To do this, says Kossuth,
would require no Anglo-French blood or treasure, but only
five words—“ Up Poles, and at them!” dr perchance a tem
porary loan of arms. The Poles are a brave people, and only
require backing until (hey can organize to light out their battle.
Kossuth would also have Hungary restored to her place
among the nations, and made, as she would naturally be, an
other mighty European bulwark. In line, he would have Rus
sia stripped of her territorial plunder, and Sweden and other
nations reinstated in their lost possessions. By this means
the Sampson would be shorn of his strength, never again to re
cover it.
Of course Austria and Prussia would have to disgorge in the
reconstruction of Poland ; but why halt for these nations, tot
tering to the fall—at least of their monarchies. Kossuth con
tends that any adjustment that does not consult the freedom of
the broken and oppressed peoples will be a false and fatal
one. lie holds, also—and the spirit of the Sheffield meeting
warranted him—that the English people desire the freedom of
Europe, not only from the terror of the Czar, but from other
tyrants, and that the Government, in seeking to patch up the
war so as not to disturb past plunder ami outrage, beyond the
case of Turkey, is acting false to the will and interests of the
people. Kossuth’s speech, filled with stinging truths and a
profound political philosophy, lias created an immense sensa
tion in England—alarming even the Government. The Lon
don Times has attempted to answer the great Hungarian, but
its arrows fall like, snow-flakes on his ample shield.

One might fancy that statute and constitution making had
been reduced to an exact science, and morally as well as po
litically perfected, from the manner in which the majority of
legislators and politicians decry whoever stands forth—as
some do now and then—to defend enlightened conscience,
and maintain the supreme law of God against legal enact
ments or peculiar interpretations thereof. It would argue rath
er more bravely for our age, we think, than could ho justified
by any fair investigation, were it claimed that even the liberal
Constitution of this Republic, which, in the nature of things,
is higher and broader than any law emanating under it, is en
tirely free from imperfection, and therefore the only regulator
and guide of politico-moral conscience.
Undoubtedly our National Charter, like the noble Declara
tion which preceded it, is comparatively perfect, in so far as
the multitudes who live under it are concerned. Framed by
patriotic and intelligent men, whose fathers as well as them
selves had tasted the bitter cup of living under less tolerant
and equitable constitutions, it was, unquestionably, intended to
serve in tho largest and clearest manner possible the greatest
good of the greatest number—of all, indeed, if all would con
form to its requisitions. It is altogether beyond question that
its framers did not contemplate that it would ever be twisted by
construction to serve the very principle against which they had
battled and sacrificed, to wit, oppression. In the light of their
time, and according to existing circumstances, past lessons,
and whatover prescience they had of the future, they devised
an admirable instrument—a nobler Constitution than the world
had before known, and one that might serve the honor, peace,
and prosperity of our country for ages, if there were no evils of
custom or institution seeking shelter under its shield. Inter
preted, with a wise reference to the side of freedom, equality,
justice, and right, as was the manifest intention of its authors,
wc should never hear an appeal from it to a higher law in any
civil or political matter. Rut the fact that it is susceptible of
different interpretations or constructions on any point is the
clearest proof of its imperfection. No such imperfection at
taches to the higher law ef God, embodied in what we call the
“ golden rule,” “ Do unto others as ye would that others should
do unto yon.” IIow, then, are we to act when wc are re
quired to make laws and execute them under a Constitution
that is at fault 1—when wc sec that, wise, intelligent, and
honest as its framers w e re, thoy countod too much on tho vir
tues of coming time, and failed to perceive many exigences
resultant from an unparalleled national development ? To our
mind it is plain enough how we should act. We should look
to the confessed basis or source of the Constitution itself—to
the higher laws of Nature and duty. If those be clear, all
difficulties vanish. No one with whom we care to argue will
contond that any constitution or law of human device can in
culcate or accomplish more than is implied in the “ golden
rule,” which is broad enough to cover any and all national or
individual action. To tins law wc must turn when our lower
laws fail us, and those who spurn such a rosorl, or brand it as
treason, must hold their own devices—imperfect as they con
fessedly are—above the authority of Nature and the supreme
government of Heaven. But this can happen only whore the
perception of moral obligation is feeble and subordinate to per
sonal convenience and a misguided ambition.
S H A D O W S O F C O M IN G E V E N T S .
When a distinguished senator, William H. Seward, rose in
Among all the papers that come to our office from every
Congress, and, seeing tho Constitution at fault—owing to lack ol
quarter of the Republic, we find very few that present so much
provision for an exigency—appealed to a “ Higher Law," he unthat merits our approval and is worthy of general commenda
nqucstionably was impelled by a view of the case not dissimilar
tion as the Token, a weekly journal conducted by Alexander
to the one we havo taken. Ho denied no fealty to the Constitu
B. Russell, and published at Pittsburg, Pa. It is especially
tion, hut where in his judgment that instrument was lacking,
devoted to the interests of Odd Fellowship, but is character
or incapable of a satisfactory construction, he said, what every
ized by a free and inquiring spirit. 'Phe editor is an honest
statesman should say, “ Let us look to the basis of our Chris
man, and dares to tell the truth, even when it may not be very
tian Constitution—to the Law of God.” That is higher than
cordially welcomed by a large class of his readers. The time
all human laws, and exists, as it has existed, forever. Nations,
will come when such men will be rewarded by the respect and
and races, and statesmen, even to the. memory of them, may
confidence of the public, while those “ blind guides,” who yet
pass away, but there stands, written in every enlightened
labor to conceal and suppress the unpopular phases of thought
soul, and all over the universe, the unchanging Law of God !
imd all new forms of truth, will be deserted by the people, and
No power can supersede it, save by violence bringing over
left to worship the memory of the miserable phantom which
whelming evil; no power can abrogate it, save to its own
now leads them to scorn the most unselfish devotion to the
peril and confusion. It is an inspiring sight to behold a true,
right, and to sacrifice honor and conscience to a perverted
bold man standing forth beforo the world and vindicating en
public sentiment. This great masquerade, in which time
lightened conscience by exalting the law of God above all hu
serving saints and politicians appear for their own pleasure
man devices. Compeers, who have ignoble ends to serve, or
and the amusement of fools, will soon break up. Such per
who lack that larger perception which acknowledges Deity as
sons should take warning, for there is a power abroad which
paramount to man, may scofi', and sneer, and rail at cham
threatens to strike o(P every mask, and leave tho great world
pions ot a higher political morality; but when they and their
naked, or with nothing but tho divine charity it has so much
jeers are forgotten, the memory of him who battled for the
despised to hide its deep hypocrisy and burning shame.
truth and the right will be fresh and beautiful.
We cut the subjoined paragraph from an extended editorial
Only a day or two since a distinguished senator, Charles
notice of “ Spiritual Publications,” which appeared in the
Sumner, of Massachusetts, stood forth in Congress in defense
Token of the date of June 17th. We commend it to the spe
ot conscience and the higher law which grows out of our
cial consideration of all those who are not prepared for the ap
moral nature and its relations. In a speech on the Fugitive
proaching change. The day of judgment—which, like other
Slave Law, he had declared that he acknowledged no binding
sinners, you put far away— may be along in time to try your
obligation on the part of the Constitution to return a fugitive
slave. I his caused him to bo branded bv some of his com works also, “ of what sort they are.”
“ The demand for reading of a spiritual nature, calculated to throw
peers as a traitor to bis senatorial oath, in which he swore to
light upon the future abode of the soul, and to reveal to our under
uphold the Constitution. “ And so will I uphold it,” said the
standing the workings of the human miud and its relations to its phys
calm and powerful senator—“ I will uphold it as 1 understand ical casement, is largely and encouragingly on the increase; and wc
it. No oath binds a citizen or a senator to perjuro his con are not altogether unprepared to see eventually the present theological
science. 1 am not of those who can do this thing or that literature of the world gradually fade into oblivion, and its place occu
th in g ,1right or wrong,’ at the beck of a human tribunal, in pied by a higher, purer, and more spiritual literature than has ever yet
defiance of the law of God. I interpret the Constitution, on been taught by the priests and rulers of mankind.”
the point in question, both by my judgment and my sympathy,
to the side of freedom, and I will act according to my convic
George T. Dexter, M.D., now widely known through
tion. 1 am not a traitor to the Constitution in being true to his intimate connection with the work entitled “ Spiritualism,”
the law of God, on which the Constitution is based.”
sailed on Saturday last for Savannah, en route to Nashville,
' Noble sentiments these, though not new, for they were once Tcnn. We understand that Dr. Dexter goes South on a pro
uttered, in the main, by a President of this nation—one who fessional visit, at the solicitation of a wealthy gentleman in
dared to vindicate a great principle in the face of customary Nashville, whose child is atfiictcd with a disease which has
constructions of constitutions and statutes. Mr. Sumner stood battled the skill of the physicians. Dr. D. will probably be
calm and triumphant—as the man who lias truth on his side absent some three weeks from the date of his departure.

B R I T T A N ’S

spiritual

M R S . B R IT T A N D H E R L E C T U R E S .

Dr. L. P. Britt and his esteemed lady left here some days
since for their home in the West. Our readers are already
aware that for some months past Mrs. Britt has been employed
in giving spiritual lectures in the principal cities from New
Orleans to Boston. We are assured that while speaking she
is invariably subject to a strong spiritual influence, which ren
ders her entirely oblivious of all external objects and occur
rences, and that on coming out of the trance she is utterly un
conscious of all that she has uttered.
The subjects embraced in. Mrs. Britt’s lectures are some
what diversified, but ¿Targe proportion of them relate espe
cially to natural developments and human relations and insti
tutions. The formation of the earth and other planets; the
origin of man; man as he existed in tho earliest ages; his
progressive development to' the present tim e; the immortality
of the soul; how man should live to progress here and here
after, etc., are conspicuous among the themes comprehended in
her lectures. 'Phe views inculcated on all of these subjects
substantially accord with what Mr. Davis and many others de
nominate the ITarmonial Philosophy.
The second and concluding series of lectures in this city
through Mrs“ Britt was given at the Apollo Rooms, and her
audiences were much larger than those in attendance on for
mer occasions, numbering at the close of her course, as we are
informed, from twelve to fifteen hundred persons. We were
personally absent from the city when Mrs. B. gave her con
cluding lecture, but learn that it was an earnest, .pathetic, and
forcible appeal in behalf of sullering humanity, and the essen
tial objects of her own mission.

O R T H O D O X IN S A N IT Y .
The Louiscillc Journal relate* the facts concerning the suicide of a
lad of thirteen years, named Henry Merriman, ten miles from that city.

telegraph
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Conference OK J une 22.—TJic regular Thursday evening Conference

at this Office of the above date was uot quite so fully attended as usual,
in consequence of the storm, and being composed mostly of already longconfirmed Spiritualists, the deliberations of the evening were principally
on reformatory subjects. I ra B. D avis thought that a constant dwell
ing upon the mere facts and phenomena of Spiritualism in our Confer
ences would cease to be interesting, and that it was now time to. begin
to consider practical principles—how we may apply the instructions of
Spirits and Spiritualism in the reorganization of society. Circumstanced
as we are, we find that wc can not act toward our fellows according to
the golden rule. We can not improve morally much until we have.a
social reconstruction. Unman interests need to be so harmonized that
no person will be able to accumulate immense wealth at the expense of
the labors and rights of others, and so that all may reap the full and
just advantages of their own talents and industry. Thus all should be
relieved from that perpetual anxiety about other things which interferes
with moral culture. Dr. Y ouno said the maxim of the “ Great Me
dium” was, “ Love thy neighbor as thyself.” This was virtually recog
nized in the clause of the American Declaration of Independence, which
proclaimed all men free and equal. What is to be particularly com
plained of now is the violation of that principle. C hari.es P artridge
said that most people suppose that the poor are the only ones who need
reform, hut this is a mistake. There are evils among the wealthy which
equally need correction. Their wealth is subject to constant fluctua
tions, and is generally dissipated in one or two generations. We need
some provisions to lessen the extremes in society, and render conditions
more permanent. He thought, however, that reform must commence
with ourselves as individuals. Let every man learn to deal more justly
with all with whom he may be connected. The reformatory associations
that have arisen have generally been like mushrooms, suddenly spring
ing up, and as suddenly perishing without leaving any perceptible good
results. Tho speaker then changed his theme, and related a singular
significant dream which one of his acquaintances had had, and which
wc will record in a separate paragraph. E dgar J ones said he felt that
a great deal of good might be done by association. He dilated upon the
existing disunities and antagonisms among mankind, and maintained
that association was the only feasible means of remedying them. Dr.
Y oung spoke upon the tenure of lands. He maintained that while land
has a local value which its possessor was rightly entitled to, no man
has a right to monopolize land which he does not actually use. The
freedom of the soil was in his estimation the foundation of a free gov
ernment, and he inveighed against existing monopolies ns being oppres
sive and anti-republican, and tending to become more so. A i. eakned
gentleman , whose name by request we suppress, spoke with great clear
ness and force in illustration of the fact that under our existing laws,
which recognize no rights of primogeniture, land must necessarily he
distributed at the death of its possessor, and further distributed at the
deatii of its next possessors, and so on, nnd that the evils of land monop
olies will at that rate soon die out. He maintained that our present
laws nnd institutions would gradually work a cure of these and the like
evils, if we would only have patience and give them time. After some
further discussion on the same point, the meeting adjourned to next
Tuesday ovening, instead of Thursday evening as heretofore.

“ This is one of the most mysterious ns well ns one of the most ex
traordinary eases of suicide ever committed in this country. Henry
iras a decoiit Christian. He had lost a little sister who belonged to the
church. This sister had given him a prayer-book on her death-bed,
and desired him to use it. He had become so interested in the book,
and on the subject of meeting with a dear sister, that it was a subject
of daily conversation and prayer with him. lie appeared desirous to
be with her. Ilis mother had told hint that he would meet his sister in
heaven after death, lie prayed nightly and daily to sec her, and in his
fit of religious insanity he, upon his knees, cut his throat from car
to ear, severing both jugular veins. This was truly a sorry sight to
look upon—a heart-broken mother, afilicted father, and distressed rela
tives—this was a scene to dissolve a heart of stone. Every one present
was in tears ; every man became ns it were a child. The verdict of the
S ionikicant and Convincino V ision .— Before the wife of the present
jury was, that the child came to his dcatli from the influence of the
writer was entirely convinced of the reality of the tilings alleged in the
above facts, causing religious insanity.”
modern spiritual development, she heard, on one occasion, of the sud
Hail there been any “ Rappings” or Spiritualism in this den death of a lady with whom she had been intimate. She fell into a
case, what a lesson of warning would be rung by the press! sorrowful train of reflection upon the very unexpected departure of her
“ Devout Christians” become insane and commit suicide, and friend, and ns she was seated in a darkened room, with her hand before
we are only told that they are “ extraordinary cases,” though her eyes, she fervently asked—prayed—that if there was any thing in
it is not hinted, as in the above notice, that fault or blame the spiritual theory of which she had hoard so much, she might see or
experience something to convince her. Immediately a beautiful bluish
should attach anywhere. So we think somewhat. There are
light appeared to her vision, and in that light she saw the room and bed
certain mental organizations that only require to be absorbed of her friend ; but the. bed was in a different position in the room from
by one idea to become insane; it matters little whether that that in which she had repeatedly seen it before. On the bed was lying
a dark mass which she recognized as the body of her friend ; and from
idea be perpetual motion or the “ wrath of God.”
its head gradually arose, first a light ethereal form of the head of her
friend, and then the chest, arms, and finally the whole ethereal bod}’
made its appearance. It was fur more beautiful than bad been the nat
DIGEST OF C OR R ESPON DENC E.
ural form of the lady. It assumed an erect position, gazed up into
Mr. T h o m a s B. N eu ik r t , of Natchez, Miss., writes some heaven, and while extending one hand upward exclaimed, “ Up ! up!
strictures upon our “ digest” of a communication from Dr. u p !” and began to rise. It thus floated upward and still upward through
Wilcox, published some weeks ago, in which the self-existence the clear blue atmosphere, diminishing in its apparent size until it was
of an evil principle was maintained in opposition to the doc lost in the distance above, tl»c exclamation “ U p ! u p !" all the while
growing fainter, until it ceased to be audible as the Spirit-form disap
trines of the Univcrsalists. T. B. N. says he has consulted
peared. The beautiful blue light then vanished, and the visionist, in
with Spirits through at least sixty mediums in the South, and resuming the exterior state of her faculties, found herself sitting with
not through one of them could he obtain a sanction of the face turned upward, as if gazing intently into the heavens. On going
theory of endless evil, or the assertion of doctrines relating to to the house of her departed friend a few days afterward, she found her
this point essentially diflerent from those set forth in the work bed actually turned round in the position in tchieh she had seen it in her
of Judge Edmonds and Dr. Dexter. Our correspondent then rision, nnd was informed that such had been its position during the
lady’s sickness and death ! In this singular and interesting manner the
recommends caution in the investigation of Spiritualism, as the
skepticism of the visionist concerning spiritual realities was cutirely
only safeguard against fanaticism ; and we would respectfully dissolved, and it has not since returned.

recommend to him, and others, that application of this caution
which will prevent the receiving or rejection of any particular
doctrine, simply because Spirits aftirm or deny it. There are
evidently almost as many diflerent shades of belief in the
Spirit-world as there arc diflerent intellectual and moral grada
tions among the Spirits, though upon the question of the end
less perpetuity of evil, certainly the vast majority of Spirits
seem to take the negative.
Our friend, J. S. F r k l i g h , of St. Louis, writes us and
sends a dipping from the St. Louis Morning Herald, concern
ing the recent work of Dr. Dods professing to explain and ex
pose spiritual manifestations. We would say to J. S. F., and
others of our good Spiritualist friends, that there is no cause for
the slightest anxiety concerning the influence which that book
is destined to have upon the public mind. People don’t yet
exactly see the wit of that book. It contains an arcanum. It
is a wooden horse, in the inside of which is concealed a num
ber of armed heroes. But h is t! don’t tell the anti-Spiritualists so, but let them quietly draw the thing into their city and
consecrate it to the goddess of wisdom, and then friend Freligh’s quotation of the memorable saying of the Welshman
will bo verified: “ We shall perceive what we shall pehold
Wc do not now dispute that it was the Doctor’s intention to
smash Spiritualism to pieces in this work—hut, for the pres
ent, verbum sat. More upon the subject will be offered at the
proper time.
We will, however, here add, that we have now in press an
able and somewhat scorching review of Dr. Dods’ work, from
the pen of W. S. Courtney, and which will be issued as soon
as possible.
Mr. I s a a c N . M k e k , of Leesville, Carrol Co., Ohio, writes
us an account of the origin and progress of Spiritualism in
that place. The main particulars of the history much resemble
the history of the same subject in many other places, the dis
tinctive tacts to which our correspondent refers relating to a
persecution against Spiritualists which has raged in that place
with uncommon violence. At the time our correspondent
wrote (June 20th), a public discussion had been in progress in
that town for six consecutive Sundays, with a prospect ot an
indefinite continuance—on the proposition that “ Spiritualism
is of the devil and only of the devil.” The affirmative was
taken by Revds. James M‘Ga\v and A. R. Dempster, with oc
casional aid from Rev. W. Simpkins and W. M. Gavian, Esq.,
and the negative had thus far been maintained by Rev. Dr. J.
Phillips, and our correspondent himself. The discussion had
excited an intense interest, the meetings sometimes continuing
from 11 o’clock a . m . to 0 o’clock p . m*» with a brief intermis
sion at 2 o’clock. Our correspondent writes in excellent
spirits, in respect to the result as thus far developed.

P rophecies among the A boriginal P eruvians .—Possessing, as they
did, a religion strikingly analogous to the more ancient religions of the
East, the regal nnd sacerdotal classes of that singular people, the abor
iginal Peruvians, appear to have enjoyed the light of true prophecy in
one eminent degree. Some five or six years ago, Mr. S. G. Arnold, of
Providence, Ii. I., traveling in South America, and arriving at the an
cient Peruvian city of Cuzco, was introduced to a venerable and intel
ligent old gentleman, Dr. J usto S ahaurauria, who claimed, on what
was deemed conclusive evidence, to be a lineal descendant, in the seventh
degree, from Huaynaccapac, the last reigning Inca, and father of the illfated Atnhualpa who was burnt alive by the Spanish conquerors in the
plaza of Caxamorca. By the hand of Mr. Arnold this old gentleman
addressed to Gen. Taylor, then President of the United States, a letter
in which there were the following representations :
“ When the Spaniards entered the Peruvian empire, they found in the
principal temple of Cuzco various prophecies, nnd among them one
which foretold the destruction of the empire, together with its rites and
ceremonies ; and that this was to take place in the reign of the twelfth
emperor. When the emperor Iluayiiaccapnc was told by bis vassals in
Tumpis that there had appeared on the coast certain canoe-like houses,
the craws of which were composed of bearded men, be said that a tradi
tion existed among the members of the royal family to the eftoet that
there should come from beyond the sea an unknown people who would
destroy the empire, its religion, rites, and ceremonies, and that this Mas
to take place in the reign of the twelfth emperor; and as he was the
twelfth, the prediction was doubtless about to be tulfilled.
Another
part of the prophecy concerning the subversion ot the Peruvian empire,
represented that in after times the Incas or emperors of Peru would be
restored to their kingdom by a people coming from a country called
“ I n g l a t e r r a " (England). This latter clause of the prediction of course
is not likely ever to be fulfilled in its literal sense ; but wc can conceive
how it may involve a deep arcanum relating to the influence of the
Anglo-Saxon race in reestablishing whatever true nnd good principles
may have been involved in tho Peruvian government and religion, as
well as in other things.
A n A pparition and W arning .—A woman residing in Williamsburg
recently informed me of the following incident which had occurred to
her husband some months since: As he was going along, one night, by
a burying-ground where his mother had been interred, the latter suddenlv appeared before him a.nd obstructed bis passage. She spoke to
him in an audible voice, and warned him against certain things, and
particularly against going into business with a man with whom he was
about to form a copartnership, saying that that man was dishonest,
and would defraud him. The man heeded the warning, and circum
stances were afterward developed which proved that he did well in
doing so.

Conference of J une 27.—The Conference at this office of Tuesday
evening of last week, was not so fully attended ns usual, in consequence
of a misunderstanding ns to the evening on which it should bo liolden,
sufficient notice of the change from Thursday to Tuesday evening not
having been given. The exercises of the evening were participated in
by Mr. Levy, Mr. Fislibough, Dr. Young, and others, whose attention
was occupied by subjects of a reformatory, philosophical, nnd phenom
enal nature, as immediately associated with the more abstract questions
of Spiritualism. Some interesting facts were related, principal!} i us
trative of the law of prophetic visions and dreams, and which we may

hereafter lay before our waders.

FRO M OUR LO C A L CO RRESPO N D EN T.
W ashington C onference .—On Friday evening, June 23d, the meet

ing was opened by an address from the President, Dr. C ragin , who
argued the reality of a system of spiritual communication from the bal
ance of the testimony. This, he maintained, was decidedly in favor of
the claim, that disembodied spirits or disembodied men do exist and
communicates with earth. He thought that some such evidences as
those now being given of the fact of a future life, were much needed ;
for without them, few people, comparatively speaking, had any tangible
assurance or realizing conviction of that great truth. The skeptics had
been much more numerous in our midst than we had imagined; for,
although most incredibly numerous, tbey bad generally kept their belief
to themselves. By the demonstrative proof of a spiritual existence
given in the circles nnd otherwise, the number of disbelievers had be
come materially reduced, and men were every day learning the sublime
truth of a future life. lie related some astonishing occurrences which
had laken place in his presence at a circle, nnd which he considered
demonstrations of a spiritual agency in their production. These facts lie
had put in writing, together with the names of several highly respect
able witnesses who were present at their occurrence, nnd bad taken
them to the office of every newspaper in the city of Washington with
the object of securing their publication, but bad in every instance met
with a refusal! He considered it an extraordinary and significant
thing, that not one of the public journals of Washington had the inde
pendence to -publish a simple statement of facts, even in the form of a
communication, and expressing no opinion ns to their origin. The doc
tor then related the facts alluded to, after which he remarked that not
one of those now present could avoid asking, in his own heart, if lie was
afraid to do so openly, What caused these things 1 There must be some
explanation for (hem, nnd the only one which opposers could bring was,
that the company who saw' these marvels were “ biologized"—to use a
mongrel Greek and Latin term which a class of nnti-Spiritualists often
employ when alluding to the psychological condition. Now lie was
ready to affirm, as a physician, and one who had experimented largely
in psychology, that no law or effect of that power could account for the
occurrences related. There was not a case on record in which a icholc
company had been simultaneously psychologized. He would give Dr.
Dods, or any other operator, one hundred dollars if lie would psycholo
gize the entire company at such a circle, and make them all see the same
thing at the same time. The psychological condition is one which can
only he effected on a few people—three or four perhaps out of a room
full, and nercr obtains universally in any company. The doctor also
argued to prove that the communications were not, as many inclined to
believe, referable to a demonic or devilish agency. In his argument to
prove the spiritual nature of man, he cited the case of an individual who
undergoes the process of trepanning, or other surgical operation on the
brain, in which, although not insensible, the patient suffers no pain
when a portion of his brain is cut off. Hence it is not the brain that
ami foets or constitutes the only soul of m an: there is another and a sub
tler organization behind the brain, which acts through the latter, and
thinks, using the brain merely as an instrument.
.Mr. H ooter related interesting facts illustrative of spiritual commu
nication or agency which had occurred in tlic experience of Methodist
clergymen in this vicinity. He aLo bad a theory of the character of
the latter-day manifestations. The present dispensation he considered
to be Intellectual in its character, as the two previous ones in the world’s
history had been respectively Physical nnd Moral, or heart-related. Man
was a triune being, and tlic three great spiritual epochs corresponded to
his nature. We approach a man first, bodily—then wc enlist his heart, and
lastly engage his mind or intellect. So with these truths. In the days
of Moses the truths of the soul were conveyed by physical symbols, and
maintained by physical rewards and penalties. Christ brought a nobler
and more highly unfolded system of truth, and then the manifestations
and his teachings appealed to the heart. They were successful by virtue
of the love principle in them. We have now' the last and highest reve
lation to man, which appeals to his Reason; and the expansion or de
velopment of this Godlike principle is calculated to clevato tlic raoo still
higher in the plane of existence by giving us wiser and justcr concep
tions alike of ourselves and the universe in which we live. This is to
be done by the cooperative influence of the love principles taught by
Christ, and the wisdom of the present manifestations, which, viewed as
a whole, constitute a wise and beneficent dispensation. Nor did lie be
lieve. as many do, that those communications from the Spirits which
are fidse, ignorant, or trifling in their character, arc not the result of a
irisc and good design on the part of the great Disposer of events. On
the contrary, they have an important use ; for, without them, we should
be left in the dark as to the actual character and condition of a portion
of the inhabitants of the Spirit-world. Without them wc would be ig
norant of an important part of those laws and relations which govern
the groat sphere of being* in store for us. Hence tlic bad as well as tlic
good communications have their own use and arrangement in the gene
ral scheme of our enlightenment respecting the future world and its in
habitants. Mr. II. concluded by a brief reference to tlic recent book of
Dr. J. B. Dods in opposition to the Spirits. He said that some years
ago he attended two of a course of lectures by Dr. Dods on Psychology
but finding that the lecturer in reality understood very little ofliis sub
ject, he did not again go to hear liim ; and lie was now ready to affirm,
as an extensive operator and practical experimenter in the science of
Magnetism, that no law of that or any kindred science of “ Biology,”
Psychology, Pathctism, etc., offered any explanation whatever of the
more important facts of Spiritualism. He would honestly recommend
Dr. Dods’ book to unbelievers, ns the best argument for Spiritualism
that had yet been published, for the author admits that i f certain
things mentioned do in reality take place, then his psychology can not
account for them ; and we all know that these things do occur.

R emarkable C ase of S pirit Manifestation.—The following extra
ordinary case was related by Mr. H ootee at a late meeting of th*
Washington Conference of Spiritualists. Mr. II., from his relations to
the Methodist Church, has felt interested to gather quite a number of
remarkable cases of spiritual manifestations which have happened in the
personal experience of members of that sect, chiefly clergymen, and has
related several of these instances which possess a local interest at the
meetings of the above Conference. The Rev. M r.----- , a olcrgyman
well known in Washington, stated that on one occasion, when traveling
in this section of country with a friend, they had stopped over night at
a private house, where they were given a comfortable room in the second
story. After preparing to retire, the reverend gentleman proceeded to
offer up his nightly prayer; when his ears were saluted by the sounds of
blows, apparently upon different parts of the wall near him. Perceiving
no probable cause for these sounds, lie concluded they must proceed
from the next room, and lie accordingly went with the light to see what
was the matter. When, however, he had arrived in the next room,
nothing was to he seen, and what was more singular, the apparent raps
or blows were repeated seemingly from the room which he had just left.
He went back and retired to bed, after having in vain searched to ascer
tain the cause of his disturbance, which surprised his companion as
much as it did himself. He had hardly got into bed, however, before lie
heard the distinct nnd somewhat emphatic sound of footsteps ascending
the stairs to his door, and in a moment more the latch of his bedroom
door was lifted, and sharply and repeatedly shaken! Springing from
his bed, he opened the door, but no person was to be seen. The sounds
upon the wall were then again heard, and lie proposed to go again to the
next room and endeavor to ascertain the nature of this singular disturb
ance. His companion becoming excited by the strange character of the
manifestation, declared he would not remain a minute alone, but would
go too. They went, and as before, found nothing, but again heard the
sounds on the opposite side of the wall. Going back, the door was soon
after shaken ; M r.----- went to it once more, and on the repetition of
the shake or rap he suddenly opened it, but no visible agency could be
discovered to account for the occurrence. The gentlemen went to bed,
and soon the sound as of some one heavily slapping the wall with both hands,
nnd then drawing down the hands on the wall, occurred close by the bed.
Nobody in the body could have produced it without being instantly de
tected. This dull, heavy sound was repeated, ami monotonously con
tinued for a long lime, until the operator, whoever it was, finding that
no action was likely to be caused by it on the part of the two strangers,
who lay quiet, finally ceased his labors, and the gentlemen went to sleep.
They made no mention to any one the next morning of their extraordi
nary experience of the previous night, but resumed their journey. Stop
ping at a house some miles distant, the Rev. M r.----- was asked by the
lady of the mansion, during^a casual conversation, where he had slept
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the previous uight 1 Upon being informée), she exclaimed, “ Why, that
house is said to be haunted. It is believed that the ghost of a crazy man,
who was chained and died there, continues to haunt the house, for visit
ors who have stayed there over night declare the}- have heard the
sounds which he is said to have made when alive—a kind of tramping,
pacing noise, and a sound like the slapping of his hands.against the wall
at the end of his length of chain.”
This is a remarkable caso, as nothing had been said by the Rev. Mr.----about his adventure.

V O IC E S F R O M S P IR IT - L A N D .
In the last number of the T ei. eoku' ii we briefly alluded to the issue
of a volume of poems under the above title, from the press of l’attridge
and Brittan. Our readers, we believe, will be interested in knowing
more of this volume. Wc shall let it speak chiefly for itself. As here
tofore stated, the “ V oicks” purport to have been written and spoken
through the mediumship of a young man named Nathan Francis White,
resident at Troy, New York, and an engraver by profession. We have
been long acquainted with Mr. White and many of the remarkable
manifestations made through him, and can fully vouch for all that we
shall quote from the “ Introduction” to the volume, by C. D. Stuart, in
regard to Mr. W.’s character and claims. The title-page of the volume
bears the following sentiment from the great German poet, Schiller :
“ In earth and heaven, sea and air,
God's Spirit inovelli—everywhere.'
And speaketh, wheresoe'er a voice
Uplifts to sorrow or rejoice.”

The volume is inscribed to “ The Friends of Truth and Spiritual Free
dom.’.’ Mr. Stuart's “ Introduction” opens with a discussion of the
parallelism between modern “ Manifestations” and ancient “ Revela
tions.” lie believes in the fact as well as philosophy of Spirit-inter
course, and that it has never been denied to mankind, lie finds evidence
of this in the records of all ages. After summing a portion of this evi
dence, ns embraced in nil “ revelations,” and on the unalterable pages
of nature, Mr. S. says :
“ There are some evidences, wo conceive, which should especially convince us that
we are perpetually surrounded and influenced by. superior powers and intelligences—
in short, by tho Spirit of God, of angels, anil of those who, before us, have, like our
selves, walked the earth. Kvidences like these were not wauling in other days; why
should they be now ? Loi us reason this matter kindly and fairly together, for it has
to do, if we are indeed germinating toward immortality, with ihe highest and holiest
concerns of our being. Of old, men were endowed, as is recorded, with supernatural
gilts of speech, with diverse tongues, with the power of healing, and to work wonders
among men. That was Spiritualism in times not so remote as to be lost in myth and
tradition—limes historical and veritable, the spiritual records of which are accredited
and venerated by the Christian world, litis the Spiritualism of our day done or
claimed more? Is it, if its manifestations correspond with the older revelations, less
credible, less entitled to belief and respect? Does the mere lapse of timo change
principles that are, in Ihe nature of things, fixed and eternal ? We can not think so,
lest we should confound both our reason and our faith. This very volume, to which
we are attempting a feeble and perhaps unbcllttiug introduction, Is to our mind, cog
nizant as we are of the facts concerning it, a special proof, though but one of multitudes
of similar constantly developing evidences, that man, aye, very imperfect man, is made
—as lie ever has been, at periods—a particular instrument for tho revelation of God’s
polioses and spirit, and the possible fraternal intercourse of all God’s Spirit-children.
. •• Here is a volume of more than two hundred pages, spoken and written in obedi
ence to superior influences by ono who, in a normal condition, possesses no such
power of utterance. This volume of Voices rp.oxt S pirit -L and is, to our belief, no
mere the conscious product of the M edium through whom its utterance is claimed to
have occurred, than it is tho work of some Patagoninn yet unborn. Why do we believe
thus? Simply because this Medium is known, and has been from his infancy, by as
many and as rational and reputable witnesses, perhaps, as ever confirmed equally in
teresting facts ; witnesses whose testimony, with all the formality of the oath, could be
given, if it were deemed necessary, in proof that, except as an involuntary medium, he
never has displayed the slightest tendency or capacity for such utterance. It is to him
as verily an unknown tongue as was ever given to prophet or apostle, lie can not
evoko it, nor exorcise it to silence when, by some superior power, it is evoked. It
lakes possession of his hand and long tie, speaking whether he will or no; and to him
self, when free from its spell, it is, more than to all who behold it, a wonder and n
mystery. And yet no mystery, when the philosophy of Spirit-intercourse is embraced
and understood. When the poet Gray, immortal through h is ‘Klegv,’ if ho were not
else, was reproached in that he wrote so little, he replied, in a letter to a friend : “ 1
by no means pretend to inspiration, but yet I affirm that the /acuity in question is
by no means voluntary. It is the result, /suppose, o f a certain disposition o f mind,
which dots not depend on one's self, and which I hare not felt this long time, ion
that are a witness how seldom this spirit has moved me in m y life, m ay easily give
me credit to what I say." If so naturally bountifully gifted a soul as Gray’s could
confess so much, how much more earnestly may the Medium of this volttmo claim
special inspiration for its utterance ! He, without one natural gift tendiDg to poesy,
and with but small conception and a meager embrace, in bis normal state, of tho ideas
and sentiments, Ihe scope and spirit of what has been uttered through him, may well
claim that inspiration ‘dots not depend on one’s self.’ lie may say with Pope, though
with a hundred-fold force:
“ ‘ As yet a child, and all unknown to fame,
I lisped in numbers, for Ihe numbers came !’ ”

Alluding to the “ Epic of the Starry Ileaven,” uttered through Rev.
Thomas L. Harris, Mr. S. says, those who were familiar with Mr. JI.’s
natural powers as a poet, were astonished at this sublimer utterance
(The Epic), and adds :
“ Our wonder, even at the loftiest utterance from such a soul, could but be less than
if we heard a dumb, nngilted longue suddenly break forth in rapturing strains, or saw
a blank page suddenly bloom with (ruth and beauty under the involuntary motion of an
undisciplined hand. Such a tongue and hand, save when influenced by some superior
invisible power, has the Medium of these Voices from the S writ-L and—Xathan F.
While. A gentle-hearted, simple-minded young man ; diflldent and unpretending in
whatever sphere; with only the limited common-sehool education of a humble New
England farmer's son ; a daily hand-toiler since his early youth ; without imagination
or ideality beyond lire measure of Pollock’s linppy man.

•• ‘ Who thought the moon no bigger than his father's shield.’ ”
Is it not indeed surprising that such a one, if tho spiritual philosophy be rejected, should
break forth in a voice, new an.i startling to himself, and with (lory tongue scourge evils
and picture characters to his observation, reading, and experience unknown ? All this
Mr. White has done—done in the presence of multitudes of uuimpeaehalde witnesses
—in the presence of opposera and scoffers of Spiritualism, who, nevertheless, have not
had the hardihood to deny tho integrity of the Medium, or dispute facts occurring under
their own eyes. W hat renders‘the utterances of Mr. White still more remarkable, is
the fact that their ideas and teachings were mainly opposed, in so far as Spiritualism
is concerned, to his education, prejudices, and belief, and to those of his fathers be
fore him.
“ Mr. White was born in the then town of Derby (now Seymour), Connecticut, No
vember 1C, 1S27. Unid within three years past his.life has been quietly passed in that
State, in the town of his birth, save a period passed, while learning tho engraver's art,
at New Haven. All who have known him at all intimately, from childhood to the pres
ent hour, know equally well that the utterance of poetry has been, and is, ns foreign to
his natural tendencies and capacities, as the prospect ofliis becoming Hie Grand Llama
of T h ib et They know, also, that lie lias been, and is, incapable o f disguise or decep
tion. They may believe him under the influence of evil Spirits, if they please, but they
must belitre him under the influence of some spirit superior to his own. For several
years prior to his spiritual impressment lie was n devoted member o f an “ orthodox”
Christian sect. And notwithstanding his normal sense and faith have been enlarged by
his Spirit-intercourse, until he must needs reject the dogmas and errors of that sect, its
communion has not been withdrawn from him, nor have the purity and piety of his life
been questioned. Mr. White’s Spirit-intercourse began, under remarkable circum
stances, some three and a half years ago. Visiting with a friend, a medium, at Bridge
port, Connecticut, Ihe first manifestations he witnessed excited only his mirth and ridi
cule. Soon after, when in the solitude of his own room, lie found himself becoming a me
dium of the very manifestations—rappings—he. had ridiculed. He still persistently re
garded them as unmeaning and mischievous. In this condition of mind he remained
for a long time, Incoming daily more aud more developed ns a medium. Even when
he found himself an involuntary agent for the communication of ideas and truths, he
was slow to believe it was not some delusion. About this period ho removed to the city
o( Troy, New York, where lie has since resided, pursuing his profession of engraver,
and where he has been made lito medium of extraordinarj incidents and revelations,
among which may be numbered the utterance of these A oices from &imrit-L ani>.

AND

their truth, clearness, earnestness, and directness. Here and there is a sting of biliug
sarcasm worthy of Pope or Byron, or a flash of intellect and fancy that reminds of
Shelley. But tho pervading spirit is force rather than brilliancy. Tho song breathes
with a noble humanity and lolly faith. It appeals for Freedom, Justice, and Truth. It
seourges cant, hypocrisy, and all UHcharilableness. It fully accords with the philosophy
of Spiritualism.”

(Drigiitnl Cnmmnnicntimis.

Following the Introduction is a sublime Invocation, by C. 1). Stuart,
which wc may transfer to these columms at some future time.
The volume extends to 2G0 pages, and embraces thirty poems. Tho
three leading poems, “ American Freedom,” “ The Outcast,” and “ The
Reunion,” extend respectively to sixty-nine, thirty-nine, and twentyfive pages. In the first, the Spirit looks abroad for evidences of pure
freedom in America, and only finds a variety of slavery—vassalage to
station, wealth, social caste, and worldly honors. The spirit of bondngc
and servility pervades the temples of justice and the house of God.
There is much in this poem of stinging truth and sarcasm. The bigot
ries and conceits of men are mercilessly exposed. Speaking of the Pil
grims, it is said:

I love the word progression ;
A word beyond all praise,
A word we used to wonder at
In other, darker days; ■
A word which honest men revere,
Rut hypocrites decry;
A word which tears delusion’s mask
From many a self-bound eye.

P R O G R E S S IO N .
TIIKOI’OII H. HANSON, MEDIUM.

I love the word progression ;
’Tis error’s only cure,
The remedy which frees you from
Tlie woes which men endure;
'flic beacon-light which guides you from
The path by bigots trod,
And points you with unerring skill
To happiness and God.

“ They cress the sea for liberty of speech,
Then with tho lash erase tho words they preach.”

And of enslavement to wealth :
“ Go where you will throughout tho land
Where gold lias laid its with’ring yellow hand,
Despairing sobs and stifled, hopeless 8igb3,
Like moaning winds, on every side arise
From souls, whoso feet the sea of Freedom laves,
That yield themselves to pride ns willing slaves."

Instead of the liberty of the Gospel, the Church teaches :
“ The mystery o f God! tlmt bugbear woni,
Front tho pretended lips of wisdom heard ;
Taught in the schools, from evory pulpit preached,
Methluks that word—Its noon of glory reached
In ages past, when scarco a ray of light
Illumed Ihe enrlh—should long ero this to-niglit,
Dark 03 the dreary shade itself would cast,
From wisdom’s catalogue of words have passed.”

*

“ With naught to loam, eternity would be
A plain unbroken, an unruflled sen,
On which would float the weary, faiutiug soul,
And think in gaining rest it gained tho whole.”

Of how access is lmd to high places, in the Church or elsewhere, the
Spirit thinks th a t:
“ Here the secret of admission lies—
Not in mir wealth, for he indeed were wise
Who could discern amid the varied throng
Of costly robes, which did to wealth belong;
He is advanced in wisdom who can say,
In tiiis die noon of imitative day,
Who imitates, and who has right to wear,
Who part, and who their whole possessions bear
Upon their hacks; of this they havo no test,
And so they bow them to tho ’broidered vest;
To polished coats offer eacli vacant seat,
And turn the coarser fabrics to the street.
Virtue and goodness with an entrance hero
Have naught to do. Let angels drop a tear
As I the fact humiliating speak—
’Tis p arity o f cloth, not heart, they seek.”

I love the word progression,
Your little ones can say,
While age can catch a higher strain,
z\.ud chant it merrily:
Love brightly revels in your soul
To Joy*8 enchanting tunc,
Atid, better still, your spirits now
With angel-bands commune.
I love the word progression ;
The joyous theme prolong,
Till earth’s remotest boundaries
Shall culto back the song;
A ml when you cease to chant it here,
In yonder courts above
You’ll spend an endless jubilee
Of Liberty and Love.

Arguing for endless progression, it is said:

Tkoy, 1851.
T R Y IN G

T H E S P IR IT S .

In our paper of June 10th wc published a communication from Mr.
Davis, the Seer, which was characterized by great plainness of speech,
softened by a most amiable aud candid spirit. However, the collision
of Mr. D. and the machine at High Rock appeared to damage the claims
of the latter, aud to diminish the confidence of many who had been led
to anticipate the triumph of the experiment. Personally wc have sus
tained no loss in this respect. We always had unbounded confidence in
the sincerity of our friends who are interested in the New Motor ; that
confidence is in no degree diminished. But wc never had much faith in
the Motor itself, and, of course, had not much to lose. Nevertheless, others
who have confidence, together with the time, money, and the disposition
necessary to test the supposed feasibility of the enterprise, should feel
The institution and practices of statute slnvorv come in for a biting at liberty to pursue the subject until they nre satisfied that the machine
castigation. The picture drawn of tho flying fugitive, chased by human is cither a success or a failure, and no one should be reproached for so
and brute hounds, is vivid and startling. The poem concludes thus, doing. It is well to reason together, earnestly, but coolly, and ns far as
possible to avoid the extremes of skepticism and credulity.
touching slavery, of whatever kind :
It will be inferred on reading the subjoined letter from Dr. Robinson,
“ Yu who have felt
that
there is one at least among the prominent friends at tlte East who
Its biting chain rust deep into your hearts,
is in no immediate danger of running off tho track by a drowsy ac
Shake off your lethargy! take Freedom's part,
And boldly strike against the tyrant might
quiescence. His faith, wc feel assured, is not so excessive ns to prevent
Which would deprive you of your manly right.
his walking “ by sight," wherever eyes can be serviceable. Onr friend
I.eavo not one hateful, damning link to bind
writes in an earnest and forcible manner, and his admonitions merit the
Thu Body, or its rightful monarch, Mind!”
reader’s attention. Like Mr. Davis, be applies the brake to the wheels
“ The Outcast" is that great story of real life, wherein is depicted the of the New Motive Power with a somewhat vigorous hand.
ed.
world’s and the church’s treatment of such unfortunates as step astray.
B oston, June 4, 1854.
Instead of being called back kindly, they arc taunted and thrust down.
M r . E d it o r ;
No one is found to stand forth like the “ Master” and say, “ Let him that
It is probably true that every individual owes some duty to
is without sin cast the first stone.”
“ The Reunion” hinges upon a “ presentiment,” and is a highly spir his fellow-beings, and impelled by a sense of such obligation
itual poem. The same rnay be said of a number of the lesser poems, I solicit the use of your columns through which to express my
abounding as they do in spirituality. Wo quote the following strong honest convictions upon a subject of much interest. It is gen
utterance from “ A Vision
erally known that I believe in the possibility and practicability
“ A horrid crew,
In many a phalanx deep and strong, aro ranged
On either side ; in the front rank Muriier
Appears, and with her blood-red hand casts at
The tyrant's feet a quivering heart, that from
The mangled breast of one who dared assert
Thu truth was torn ere it had censed to beat,
And for the cursed deed claims boldly her
Reward, which ready granted sets her in
Advance of nil that crew, with title of
“ First propagator o f the faith," and she,
Flanked by her followers, exulting whoeJs
Her brutal butcheries to recommence,
Under blasphemous name of “ holy war.”

And the following, from “ A Fragment.:’’
“ Break, torrent«, from your icy fast’nings,
And from those cloud-engirdled peaks descend,
With might resistless, to ihe warmer vnlo
Sweeping down all that your unehunnePd way
Obstructs, till, where but late proud palaces
Securely stood, the lightning's fitful glare
Shall to the wandering gate of man discloso
Crag upon crag in wild disorder piled.
Old roaring ocean, shake your shaggy mane,
And lining high your nge-miconqiicrcd hcail,
With foaming Jaws upon your rival rush
Until, where now tho Andes proudly lift
To heaven their many snow-capped heads, your huge
Leviathans shall gambol with their young.”

There is abundant evidence, as Mr.'Slunrt says, that more than one
Spirit had to do with the utterance of these “ V oices.”
Rut wc lack space for further quotations from a volume, which, wc
trust, will sufficiently interest our renders to render its circulation gen
eral. We can not forbear, however, giving the following gem, which
closes the volume:
INFANTILE DEVOTIONS.
Softly evening shades are stealing,
Where a lovely cherub kneeling,
Lisps her little prayer;
And a look, almost of heaven,
To her nngel-face is given—
Trusting hope is there.
“ Heavenly Father, fur above mo,
Though I can not seo, I love theo
For thy kindly care;
Tell me if dear father, mother,
And my little smiling brother,
In thy presence arc ?

After six months of rapping mediumship, Mr. White was developed as a writing me
For around mo when I’m dreaming, |
dium, and a year later, ns a speaking medium, and is now, by turns, impressed to alt
Como Ihree faces, happy beaming,1
these modes of communication. In so far as ho has been made aware, he was first im
And I know them well:
pressed try the Spirit of an Indian chief—I’owhaltan, which Spirit continues at times
When they corne, sweet songs aro ringing,
to impress him, particularly when other Spirits fait. Under the influcnco of PowhatAre they in thy presence singing?
tan, Mr. White has been made to speak in the presence of and with living “ Red men,”
Heavenly Father, lull.”
in the Indian tongue, and to manifest all the peculiarities of the Indian in n surprising
mauner. Under the influence of other Spirits he lias been made to speak in various
languages, with all the ease and grace of persons native to them; and to write in2 ^ “ Our Washington correspondent, in a recent private
German, or Hebrew, or Arabic, with a rapidity and perfection of chirograph)* impos
note, institues the following inquiry :
sible to natural skill.
At Ihe period of Mr. White's first impressment, he was in feeble health, afflicted with
“ V ho wrote the Roe-like talc from Baltimore, signed 1L. E. D. 1’
bleeding at the lungs, and other symptoms of pulmonary disease. Under Spirit-in
I should like to know, for nty own satisfaction. I t wn3 well done.”
fluence, his health has be. n completely restored, and his voice, previously weak, ren
We were so much pleased with the article referred to that
dered strong and loud—as those can testify who have been startled by his “ war-whoop,”
when thus influenced by his favorite Spirit, l’owhaltnn. Some months since, at tho we departed from our usual custom, and published it without
earnest solicitation of friends in Troy, and elsewhere, who had been witnesses of his
remarkable manifestations, and desired Ihe publication of some of his utterances in a knowing any thing respecting the author. Will the writer
volume,Mr. White visited New York, where his mediumship was subjected to tho se have the kindness to communicate the name, and favor us
verest tests, without, in the slightest degree, shaking its claims. 1 ho writer of this had,
. ____________ ____________ _
E d it o r .
on those occasion«, ample opportunity to study the natural character and powers of Mr. aSain?
W., and to satisfy himself that deception was utterly i mpoesible. We saw Mr. W. under
F rench is now in this city, and stopping at the
all the forms of Impression—Rapping, Writing, and Speaking—and if the matter com
municated had failed to convince us of the presence of some superior Spirit, we should Irving House, where she may be consulted by those who re
hare been convinced by the physical phenomena presented. Tho slowly-growing quire her services. It is well known that Mrs. F. has been
rigidity, death-like pallor, spasmodic tremors, and icy-cold sweat gathering like “ beaded
dew-' upon the brow of the Medium while in process of enhancement, preparatory to the instrument employed in affecting some of the most re
speaking, were what no man could counterfoil. And when the voice issued, as it markable cures that have been ascribed to the agency of
were from a body dead to outward impression and appearance, tho veriest skeptic felt
Spirits.
_______________________
that this was more than mortal.”

The “ V oices,” says Mr. S., were uttered at intervals, through the
C o n f e r e n c e zVp p o i n t m e n t C h a n g e d .—The regular week
hand and tongue of the Medium, often but a few lines at a trance, and ly Conference at this office, which has heretofore been holden
sometimes to the extent of more titan a hundred lines. zVlso that :
“ It is evident from the subject-matter, that more than one Spirit dictated ; style, flow,
and force of expression indicate this. The higher qualities of the v arious poems are
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on Thursday evenings, will hereafter be holden on Tuesday
evenings.

of intelligible communications with those who have been the
subjects of physical death. The simple declaration of such a
belief is equivalent, in the estimation of two thirds of com
munity, to an admission of a greater portion of those absurdi
ties and fallacies, of daily occurrence, under the broad and in
definite name o f“ Spiritualism,” a concession which I am by
no means willing to make.
I have long had it in contemplation to address you, Mr.
Editor, iu relation to this matter, and I will endeavor to utter
my convictions freely, without fear or prejudice, even should
my views differ from those entertained by yourself and many
other persons. To disagree with a man in sentiment is not
to dislike him personally or find cause of personal quarrel.
Let this, if you please, be understood at the outset especially
by my f r i e n d s ; for it is my intention, as I have stated, to ex
press myself plainly, and thus (in my opinion) discharge a
duty which, as one of God’s great family, l owe to those around
me. I have been investigating (so far as iny mental capabili
ties permit) the current spiritual phenomena for several years,
and have seen iu different parts of the country the various cu
rious exhibitions of power and intelligence which have as
tonished so many good people, and so seriously alarmed the
clergy generally.
The mere fact of yielding one’s assent to the proposition
that spiritual existences can communicate with man intelligi
bly, does not in any way afford a clue to Itis religious belief.
A person’s religious doctrines are by no means apparent be
cause he has avowed a belief in the power of Spirits to make
themselves felt and understood; because nearly every people
upon the globe have given full credence to such an idea, and
differed as widely as it is possible for the mind to conceive of.
As I view the subject, it does not necessarily follow that an
individual is any better or any worse for becoming a convert to
the proposition that Spirits can communicate. That sequence
no more grows out of the proposition, than the deduction that
we shall have a telegraphic line to the moon, because Mitchell,
the “ Irish patriot,” has made a fool of himself. Certainly,
the logic on which this postulate is based is not easily dis
covered.
Spiritualism, to the properly disciplined mind, is no more a
moral question than Ericsson’s application of caloric as a mo
tive power. It addresses itself to man’s reasoning faculties
precisely as all other things; is to be made wholly subservient
to his judgment, and is not to swallow him up, as the “ great
fish” is said to have swallowed Jonah. Instead of allowing
ourselves, Mr. Editor, to be absorbed, like water by a sponge,
we are to reverse the process, and become ourselves the re
ceptive body, admitting our spiritual aliment with the greatest
caution. Begging that you will pardon the common-place
figure, I have seen Spiritualists (so-called) who strongly re
mind me of a certain fish which busies itself unremittingly in
sucking in, indiscriminately, all the mud it can find, under the
general impression that it is getting very good nourishment. I
wish it could be universally known, my friend, that a person
can be a believer in spiritual intercourse without confounding
himself with those crazy fanatics whose unwise zeal brings
niore discredit and opposition upon the subject than all the as
saults of the skeptical portion of community combined. To
communicate with Spirits is not the ne plus ultra of human
bliss! I would that I could write this sentiment in such char
acters that it might be distinctly seen and/read by every earnest
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seeker for the highest good. How much acute disappointment,
It may be said, perhaps, that’Lknow but little of the history
how much bitter mortification the realization of this important ol this “ new Messiah.” I am conversant with enough of its
truth would avert!
history to regret its premature announcement as a “ motor.”
Mistaken mortals are prone to imagine that Spirits or angels,
I have entire good will toward those engaged in the conJesus or God, will do for them what they of necessity must do sfruclion of the “ machine,” but no considerations of a personal
for themselves, forgetful or ignorant of the fact that they are nature shall deter me from expressing my sentiments when I
the artificers of their own fortunes, and must work or starve— consider such utterance a duty to myself and the public. If,
intellectually or morally. It is no great blessing to be a me Spirits have had any thing to do with it, they are obviously
dium, judging by the average quality of the article ; but it is fanatical, experimenting ones, devoid of that wisdom which
a glorious thing to live in harmony with the laws of Nature (to ought to characterize the minds they profess to represent-and
leave bigotry, and fanaticism, the father and mother of evil), without that elevation of thought that lends dignify to the wise
and follow her whithersoever she goes. This constant look and good of every sphere and every relation of life. So far as
ing to the other sphere for the heaven of enjoyment which is “ science” is concerned, tho results do not bear evidence to
within us, and for those good things which are at our doors, any marked display of that acquirement.
has dwarfed many a mind, and the world to-day is bearing the
I do not consider the “ motor” as being invested with half
heavy burden of that fatal error.
the sacredness that attaches to the plow that breaks the soil,
Two persons were desirous of moving a large stone. One and makes it ready to receive the grains that shall bring forth
of them, being of the old-school theology, said to the other, “ I suitable nourishment for man ; or the noisy water-wheel, that
will pray while you lift.” He did so, and the stone did not turns the stone that crushes the wheat to dour.
move. “ Now,” said the person Vho had put forth his strength,
Let the machine stand at High Rock as a lasting evidence
“ let us both lift together.” The result was, that the moment of human credulity; and let no. one hereafter surrender his
um of the ponderous body was overcome. “ That is my reli judgment to the dictation of beings, visible or invisible, with
gion,” added the man who had made the last proposal; “ al out seeing perfectly, step by step, the practical application of
ways depend on yourself, and God will accomplish, through a reasonable; comprehensible principle. Jesus of Nazareth
your strength and energy, what you are anxious should be done.” has not yet made his second advent, in zinc and copper, at
I am, my friend, heartily tired of the words, “ be passive.” Lynn, nor do I ever expect to recognize him in such “ ques
The human mind was not made to be passive; its very growth tionable form.”
and happiness depend on its activity. A. J. Davis, who fur
I believe in the presence and assistance of invisible guard
nishes almost the only specimen I know of rational medium- ians; but there is a limit to my belief; 1 can not accredit
ship, so far as I can judge, has a very active mind. He is not every thing that comes in the garb of “ Spiritualism.” That
a mere water-pipe, good for nothing when the water has ceased coming to me from a sound mind in the body is more valuable
flowing; but in his normal slate is a rational and companiona than that of an inferior quality originating in a mind out of it.
ble person, willing to be assisted, but not governed. I dislike I owe allegiance principally to this world, and not to the other.
slavery o f all kinds, mental or physical, especially the former, Willing, yes, anxious am I at all times to receive friendly ad
for that sinks the manhood. I would be a slave to no man, monitions and ennobling thoughts from watchful, invisible min
whether in or out of the body. Weak indeed is the mental isters ; but I have learned not to look to them for authority,
organization of that individual who suffers himself to be gov fully persuaded that the elevated and benevolent of that great
erned implicitly by his neighbor—who performs any drudgery realm would refuse to take advantage of my folly, were I weak
or foolish act because he is bidden ; and how much wiser is enough to expect such a state of things; while those of a lower
the man who abandons himself blindly to the guidance of grade might be less wise or less scrupulous.
beings whose truthfulness and wisdom he has no means of
Persons calling themselves Spiritualists are too much in
knowing? Not a whit! Observation and experience have clined to take- things for granted, without going to the trouble
convinced me that there is no absolute safety outside of one’s to examine their reasonableness; and to put mystical mean
own common sense. Common sense is a very good angel, but ings to ambiguous sentences which have no particular signifi
she has been banished from many spiritual circles as well as cation. The days of mystery have passed (it seems to me),
other circles. Would to Heaven she would arise in her potent and what we now want is plain English, in order that wc may
might and grapple with the imbecile monster fanaticism, and not fall into additional errors by our own eftorts at inter
“ bind him a thousand years.”
pretation.
There is a pseudo-Spiritualism, much overgrown by over
Again : we have infallible mediums, and “ circles that never
feeding, who has got on his “ seven-leagued” fanatical boots, get any thing but the truth,” if we may credit the assertions
and goes fast for one who carries weight—of absurdity. But of some of our zealous frionds. So far as I am concerned, I
his course is erratic, first this way, and then that—no fixed ob have yet to see such a medium and such a circle. We have
ject in view—feeds on excitement, and thirsts for wonders. I also “ chosen vessels,” and particularly consecrated instru
believe that seventy-five per cent, of the prevailing Spiritual ments” to work wonders upon the earth. In my view every
ism is spurious or useless, or both. Many well-meaning per individual is a “ chosen vessel,” and consecrated by the God
sons arc expecting mighty revolutions, sudden changes in gov of Nature to the highest of uses. As for those who are ex
ernments, and a speedy overthrow of the present order of pecting to become popular leaders and puissant reformers, mer%things..
We have “ governmentizers, electricizers, educa- ly because a promise to that effect has been given them, there is
tionizers,” and all kinds of izers you can mention, which do good reason to suppose that if the affirmative prove true, it will
not affect the great questions of the ago in tho smallest possible be through their own moral force and energy. Prophets,
degree. They are simple follies, which will die out, leaving priests, public speakers, and wonder-workers have been made
only regretful remembrances behind, coupled with some won by scores during the last year or two among credulous men
der that such things should have been. The sooner these ec and excited women; but I would kindly advise them to mod
centric and puerile fancies are dispelled, the better for the erate their expectations, and rest content in the demonstra
growth of a healthy Spiritualism. I make this assertion be tion of the great truth of the soul’s immortality, and they will
cause I think truth demands it, and not from a captious spirit. not suffer the pain of disappointed hope. When promises are
He who aspires to be a genuine reformer is sometimes obliged abundant they, should always be doubted, or received with
to speak plainly, -with one great object in view—the best in extreme cautiousness. Rely upon it, those who mean much
terest of that cause which he considers sacred. A thousand say but little in relation to their purposes; while those who
times better are a few words of sense from the mundane sphere, can do no more, love to tickle the car with fallacious expecta
than pages of folly from an origin professedly spiritual. It is tions.
what is communicated, and not who communicates, that gives
We are going on quite fast enough, Air. Editor, and I doubt
value to that which is received. The world never will be rev whether wc do not need holding back somewhat. There arc
olutionized by Spirits out of the body—that task is reserved many things I would say, but the sheets fast accumulating
for those in the flesh. It is useless for “ Spirits” to tell what beside me admonish me to close.
they are going to do on the earth—they may aid, but the work
Wishing you all those blessings which you would fain be
of all reformations falls on us. The way of progress is a stow upon others, I remain
pathway of labor, and must be traveled slowly, very slowly, if
Yours for the truth,
j. n. r o b t x s o n .
one would not get severe falls and bruises. There is no such
thing as making a great distance by excitement; it is only the
j’ggT’ R ev. R. P. A mbler left this city on Sunday evening
calm, steady step that makes the mile-stones of the road go by last, by the Erie Railroad, for his home in St. Louis. Bro. A.
with an equal pace. W e have no wings to fly over the rough has been absent some six weeks, and has lectured in several
places of life—we must be foot-sore and weary, even like of the principal Atlantic cities, much to the satisfaction and
those who have gone before us. The most exalted condition instruction of large and intelligent audiences.
of humanity on the earth will have its moments of pain. A
healthy body and a healthy soul constitute man’s highest rudi2 S F ’ Rev. D. J. Mandell, who has long been actuated by
mental state. Perfect manhood i3 Nature’s own religion.
humanitary desires, and engaged in self-sacrificing efforts to
A person obsessed by fanatical Spirits is little better than promote the good of mankind, lectured before the Spiritualists
a crazy man, and should be advised to make a strong effort to at Dodworth’s Academy on Sunday last. We learn that Bro.
regain his liberty. Who would not rather be himsell than Mandell is interesting himself in behalf of the Indian tribes in
somebody else ? Common magnetic phenomena arc often mis the new territories. Should his future success at all comport
taken for spiritual exhibitions, and I suspect that the inhabit with his present desires, he will merit a monument, and will
ants of the next sphere are unjustly held responsible for much probably have one.
inane driveling, as incomprehensible to them as to us.
G O N E T O T H E S P IR IT -L A N D .
You have heard of the “ New Motor,” so styled by its friends.
On the 27th nit., M iry A nn E lizabeth , wife of William E. Valen
Having some knowledge of this wonderful “ infant,” I am con
strained to say that it lives, moves, and has a being only in the tine, departed this life, aged twenty years, eight months, and two days.
The funeral obsequies, which were conducted agreeably to the rites of
imagination. There is no such thing as an electrical motor in the Episcopal Church, were observed on the 29th, and the remains
existence. A motor is a moving power; but no man whose were deposited in Greenwood Cemetery.
sympathies are not largely enlisted, and whose judgment is
Mrs. Valentine’s disease was consumption. Within five years no less
not to some extent warped, can claim for that curious combi tlmn five members of the same family, stricken by this insidious mal
nation of metals any such characteristic. The part of the ady, have faded and fallen as sweet flowers touched by the untimely
machine intended for the application of power has not per frost perish in the early spring. Of the whole number, not one reached
the age of twenty-one years. Two children—another fair daughter and
formed a single revolution; the mere “ throbbing” of a few a son—yet remain to foster the earthly hopes of tho afflicted parents.
balls suspended by wires is no marvel at all, especially where May Heaven smile on them, and spare them if it be compatible with
there are electrical currents; but it is a marvel that such inci the Father's will, lest the hearts of the bereaved ones be crushed with
dental, nay, inevitable oscillations should be hailed as a motive overmuch sorrow.
The subject of this notice afforded a beautiful example of gentleness,
power—“ the physical savior of the race, bearing a beautiful
patience, and resignation. She had been married but about one year.
and significant analog)’ to the advent of Jesu s!”
Life and the world were still invented with all their charms; and yet
This is much to say of an agglomeration of zinc, steel, and with all youth's high dreams unrealized, she saw the flowers of twenty
copper, possessing no practical value. It is said to correspond summers fade and perish on her own fair cheek. An invisible minister
to the human body—has a brain, heart, lungs, etc., but such offered all their freshness and beauty—a pure and fragrant offering—to
analogies are solely factitious and amount to nothing, because the angels, and then scattered the ashes on the brow of the pale suf
there can be no just comparison between inert matter and the ferer. She saw it all, and was conscious to the last. But she mur
living, human organism; and the latter is so very imperfectly mured n o t; and at evening—at the calm hour when the busy world re
tires to rest—she fell asleep. She slept to wake no more amid the
understood, that the laws which govern it can not be applied scenes of mortal strife!
to substances and forms altogether different; if so, very good
It is worthy of remark that, during the somewhat p io tracted illness
automatons might be constructed at High Rock from zinc and of Mrs. Valentine, her husband continued to watch ov<.r her with un
other metals.
I regret that this “ new motive power” (which can not turn
a coffee-mill) should have been compared to one whose whole
life was severely practical. It is vain to talk of conception,
gestation, the birth of motion, lactation, e tc .; they are at best
sublime follies, unworthy^serious consideration.

sleeping vigilance, anticipating all her wants with a fidelity and ten
derness of affection which were as truly honorable to himself as the)
were grateful to the patient May the mepaory of her purity and love
dwell with him like a divine benediction, and the consciousness of her
continued spiritual presence temper his feelings, regulate his thoughts,
and direct the whole course of hie future life into ways of righteousness
and paths of peace.
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1 . MAPES.

T he F arm .—Continue making manures, as stated lost month.

Dram
low grounds, and place the muck dug out in a postion to be benefited
by the action of the summer sun and the approaching winter s frosts.
If you have any salt and lime mixture on hand, spread, it thin!} over
the ditch bank as you throw out the drains, and by next spring it wi
be in order to be used in the compost heaps. Early ° ™ P * 0
be replaced by ruta baga turnips, if not north of New o r m
ic ear }
part of this month ; if farther north, the white globe turmp w,H succeed
' with later planting than the ruta bagas; and ground cleared in he lat
ter part of the month may be sowed with strap-leaved red-top turmps

there is a tendency to burst open on one side more than the o th er-th e
opposite side in two or three different indentations should he slit a little
at several times with the point of a small sharp knife, taking care not to
cut the petals; and about the center of the calyx tie a thread three or
four times around to prevent any further irregularity. Some florists
and connoisseurs place cards on theni. This is done when the calyx is
small. Take a piece of thin pasteboard about the size of a dollar, cut a
small aperture in its eenter to admit the bud to pass through. When
on, tie it tight to the rod, to prevent the wind from'blowing it about,
and when the flower is expanded, draw up the card to about the middle
of the calyx and spread th<S petals one over the other regularly upon it.
When these plants are in flower, their beauty may be prolonged by giv
ing them a little shade from the mid-day sun, by an awning of a very
simple description. When they are in pots, they can be removed to a
cool, shady situation, but not directly under trees.

TELEGRAPH.

Young plants, the roots of which have liilcd the pots, should now be
transferred to those of a size larger.
This is a proper season for repairs, painting, liming, renewal of tan
beds, etc.
T H E IS L A N D O F T H E B L E S T .
G reen -H ouse .— Sec last month. See American Flower Garden Di
The
following
poem, furnished us by a friend of the author,
rectory for July.
was written by Augustine Duganne (a well-known poet and
P lants in R ooms.—See directions of la st m outh.'

IM P R O V E M E N T O F L O W
BV II. C. VAIL.

LAN DS.

OUR GENERAL AGENTS.

author), at the age of thirteen. Mr. Duganne has written much
in behalf of social reform and a better developed humanity,
and is now the editor of The Iron Man, a journal devoted to
the elevation of the laboring classes, and The Magged School
Rejyortcr, a monthly publication in .the interest of the lately in
troduced “ Ragged Schools,” so-called, in this and other cities.
The poem under notice is highly meritorious, considering the
author’s age at the time of its composition:

The months of July and August are"favorable seasons for the drainage
and renovation of swamps and low grounds which can not bo readily
worked during the more unpvopitious portions of the year. There are
few farms which do not embrace a fair share of wet lands, rendering
scarcely any return to the owner for capital invested. Many of these
Of Laying Carnation attd Pinks.—“ This is a necessary and yearly oper tracts occupy elevated positions, and thus do not strictly fall within the
ation to keep a supply of plants, and likewise to have them always in term, low lauds,.but still should he considered ns such, since in other
PART i.
perfection. As the process of laying, though simple, may not be known respects their condition is the same.
Far in the distant southern seas,
^R ooT ctop. planted b rt »»»*'> *ho”kl be k«P‘ « '« " “f
¡
"Wet meadows usually yield a tolerably good bite of grass early in the
to all who are desirous of cultivating these plants, we will give an out
Where, borne upon the evening breeze,
who have grain erops «tnndi"S »
“ tllc “ rlJ’ P»r t of ‘he
line of the mode of operation. Provide first a quantity of small hooked season, nnd for this reason are regarded with favor by many farmer
The ravished seaman hears
are referred to the direction for last month. As soon as potatoes are
twigs (pieces of asparagus stems are very suitable) about three inches The grass is usually of a coarse quality, and is frequently nothing but
A strain of more than mortal pow'r
dug use three bushels of fine salt broadcast to the acre, in addition to
long, for pegging the layers down in the earth. Select the outward, rushes. The soil contains a largo amount of vegetable matter, which
Come gently in the evening hour,
such other manures as your land may require, and plant turnips.
strongest, and lowest shoots that are around the p lan t; trim off n few has been slowly accumulating for a number of years. It is the result of
As if, once more, the spheres
Gather fallen fruit from the orchards, and carry it to the hog-pens, that
of the under leaves, and shorten the top ones even with n knife, and then the washing of neighboring uplands by rains and freshets, and also of
Had joined in mystic harmony
the insect it contains may not be perpetuated. In the early part of the
applying it at a joint about the middle of the under side of the shoot, cut the continual decay of vegetable matter annunlly growing on the surface
Above that placid, moonlit sea.
month destroy the second brood" of caterpillars. Clean out haulms of
of the meadow. Were this decay allowed to go on, the growth of vegc
peas and beans, and throw it to the hogs. On dry days, cut herbs in about half through in a slanting direction, making an upward slit to
Far in Hint southern sea there lies,
ward the next joint, near nn.ineh in extent; and loosening the earth, tntion would be much more luxuriant and of finer quality; but from the
flower, and secure for winter use. Keep your dungheaps free from
Beneath perpetual sunnner-skies,
make a small oblong cavity, ono or two inches deep, putting a little presence of too much water the soil is suffused, and every pore so fully
weeds, or yon will be spreading their seeds on the land. Inoculate
The “ Island of the B lest;”
fresh, light earth therein. Lay the stem part where the slit is made into charged, that decay is arrested at a point which leaves the product in
such fruits as may be so treated this month. (See Downing, on Fruit
No mortal eye its shores hath seen,
the earth ; keeping the cut part open, and the head of the layer upright form unfit for assimilation, except by the coarser and more valueless vn
Trees.)
Its gardens ever fresh and green
one or two inches out of the earth ; and in that position peg down the vieties of grasses. Vegetable acids arc formed which are inimical to the
Plant out stones or pits of fruits late in the m onth; if left until
No mortal foot hath press’d,
layer with one of the hooked twigs, nnd cover the inserted part to the I growth of choice plants. The constant evaporation of water from the
spring, but few of them will vegetate, as compared with those now
But oft is heard that dulcet strain
depth of one inch with some of the fresh earth, pressing it gently down, surface of the meadow reduces the temperature of the soil, which alone
planted.
Float sweetly o’er the moonlit main.
In this manner proceed to lay all the proper shoots of each plant Keep would render it unfit for the production of crops,
K itchen G a r d e n .—(Look to the directions for the farm, above.)—If
\
the earth a little full around the plant, to retain longer the water that
The first step to be taken in renovating low lands is to remove the
In quiet sleeps the blessed Tsle,
not already done, transplant cabbages, cauliflower, broccoli; replant
may be applied. Give immediately a moderate watering, with a rose water by t h o r o u g h d r a in in g , and thus allow the decay of vegetable
Its flowery paths forever smile—
failing crops of beets, earrots, etc. Prepare trenches for celery before
watering-pot, nnd in dry weather, give light watering every evening, matter to proceed, and also admit the free admission of the atmosphere to
Forever freshly bloom ;
hand, that they may receive tlio rains previous to planting. Plant enrChoose a cloudy day for the above operation. In about two months prepare the inorganic elements of plants for assimilation. Open drains
Amid the quiet groves repose
doons, celery, endive, lcek3, pepper plants, etc. Leeks and cabbage
they will he well rooted.”
are both expensive and inefficient for such purposes. They are expen
In pence the radiant souls of those
may be transplanted, even in dry weather, if the roots be dipped into a
Of Budding or Inoculation of Roses.—According to what we have pre- sive, because the banks are continually caving in, and frequently requir
Who once have pass’d the tomb—
mixture of mud and water, but in such case the ground must be per
viously hinted in regard to having rose3 with standards, where such are I removal.' These accidents arc most apt to occur at such seasons of the
The Spirits of the infant band
fectly turned over; but many harrow an hour before planting, and in
desired, the month of July or August is a proper time for the operation year when the full operation of the drains is most required, for at those
Who early sought the Spirit-land.
such case, unless the ground be very moist, the plants may fail. "VShero
of budding. The kinds to be taken for stocks should be of a stem of periods, the soil being thoroughly charged with water, it is apt to slide
ground has not been sufficiently salted to destroy grubs, the roots may
Sweet children ! in their very birth
fine growth, such ns Maiden's Blush, Dutch Tree, R. Yillosa, R. Car- They are also expensive from the fact that too much surface is occupied
be dipped in fish oil, and then in plaster of Paris, which will not only
Transplanted from this dreary earth
mina, nnd frequently the French Eglantine arc taken. Be provided with and the cultivation of the meadow much impeded by the necessity of
protect them against the attacks of worms, but will also act as manure.
To realms of happiness,
a proper budding knife, which has a sharp thin blade, adapted to pve- turning frequently ; whereas, when covered drains are employed, the
Grubs annoy plants less after the middle of July than before, but in
Obedient to his loved command,
pare the bud, with a tapering ivory haft, made thin at the end, for rais-1 whole surface may he tilled, and those portions over the drains will
most exposures this date is rather late for putting out the later kinds of
The father of the angel hand,
ing the hark of the stalk. For tying use bass strings from Russia mats, prove to be more valuable than any other. The reason for this will be
cabbages.
They ever seek to bless,
evident to every observiug mind.
Plant cucumber seeds for pickles, sow endive seeds and transplant which should be soaked in water to make them more pliable. The
And with protecting influence guide
Open drains are inefficient. 1st. Because they are so liable to be
height
of
the
stalk
or
stem
at
which
the
bud
is
to
be
inserted,
is
to
he
former sowings. Pens may still be planted, if soaked in1water fora
Tlie voyager on life’s dark tide.
clogged by falling masses of earth, that the water is not carried off
few hours before planting. Caulo rapas and ruta bnga3 may still be determined by the intended destination of the tree (ns it may he prop
rapidly enough to give the requisite conditions for growth, 2d. Be
erly
called).
Choose
a
smooth
part
of
the
stem,
from
one
to
three
years
Each bright nnd spotless Spirit-child,
sown, and after July 23th, the other sorts of turnips may be sown. We
cause they never drain the whole mass of soil thoroughly.
With guardian pow’r and counsel mild,
continue to sow the strap-leaved red-top turnip as late as the ground is old. Having marked the place, prune away nil the lateral shoots .’.bout
Covered draius are the most economical when properly constructed
open, and as it becomes vacant; for even if sown in the latter part of and underneath it. With the knife directed horizontally, make an in
An earthly soul attends,
Tile, laid at a deptli of from three to five feet, the depth varying accord
the summer or even autumn, if the winter be very mild, they may per cision about half-nn inch long in the hark of the stock, cutting to the
And whispers, in its “ still, small voice,”
ing to the amount of fall, answer the best purpose ; being made in pieces
fect, and be drawn out on mild days during winter, for when turnips wood, but not deeper; then applying the point of the knife to the mid
The path of light—the better choice—
of fourteen inches in length, they are less liable than any other material
thaw in the ground they are seldom injured by having been frozen, and dle of this line, make a perpendicular incision under the first, extending
To erring earthly friends;
to
sink
into
the
soil,
should
it
be
soft,
and
thus
clog
the
drain.
Where
if the winter should prove severe, the turnips, being plowed in during from it between one ^n d two inches. Having a healthy shoot of the
Men feel their care, and in them trace
the bottom is too soft to admit of laying them alone with safety, they
the spring plowing, will improve the soil; they take so large a propor growth of this year, provided of the kind that is desired, begin at the
The guardian-augcls of our race.
should be underlaid with slabs or plauk. Stone drains will not last for
lower
end
of
this
shoot,
cut
away
all
the
leaves,
leaving
the
foot-stalk
tion of their constituents from the atmosphere that they act ns an im
In dreams they gladden mortal eyes,
proving manure. Pot herbs should be cut this month. Winter and of each. Being fixed on a promising bud, insert the knife about half ft great length of time in soft meadows, nnd therefore never should be
We hear their holy anthems rise,
an
inch
above
the
eye,
slanting
it
downward,
nnd
about
half
through
used
for
draining
lands
of
that
character.
In
sections
of
the.country
summer savor}7, Burnet, chervil, mint, parsley, fennel, sweet marjoram,
We see their seraph forms;
the shoot. Draw 'it out about an inch below the eye, so as to bring where it is impossible to obtain suitable tile or stone for draining, rails
tarragon, thyme, etc., will be ready for gathering.
The dreams that o’er us sweetly steal,
away the hud unimpaired with the hark, nnd part of the wood adhering ftnd slabs have been successfully used for forming an under-ground con
In the latter part of the month (July 20th to August 1st) keep beds
When slumbers calm our eyelids seal,
well hoed and weeded. Disturb vacant ground thoroughly before cart to i t ; the wood now must he carefully detached from the hark. To do duit. Even brush has been turned to good account for a short time
And banish waking storms,
ing out manures for late turnip and other crops, plow in manures as this, insert the point of the knife between the wood nnd the bark at one hut we do not believe in laying cheap drains so long as it is possible to
And waft us in our balmy sleep,
end, nnd holding the hark tenderly, strip off the woody part, which put down those of a substantial character, feeling fully confident that
. soon ns applied, and the ground may then be considered ns ready for
Where holy angels vigils keep.
will readily part from the,hark, if tho shoot from which the piece is the lnttcr will prove cheaper in the end, nnd not much more expensive
turnips, spinach, shallots, etc., etc. Pickles may still be planted with
taken
has
been
properly
imbued
with
sap.
We
once
budded
three
eyes
at
first
than
the
former.
some hope of success. Sow lettuce for autumn use. Peas may still be
We hear them in the gentle air
The course of the drains will depend upon the topography of the
planted; plant beans for pieklers. Earth up celery, sow fetticus; tlie of the white moss rose, after they lmd, by mistake, been carried in the
That mildly comes from gardens fair,
earlier kinds of cucumbers may still be planted as pieklers; sow onion pocket of a coat three days. The shoot was soaked six hours in water, I meadow and the amount of fall to be obtained, hence no general direc
We know their nngel-song;
and two of the buds grew. From this we infer that the shoots, if prop- tions can be given to regulate such particulars ; but when properly nr
seed to stand the winter. Early sown onions should now be taken care
We know those strains of minstrelsy,
‘erly wrapped up, may be carried very great distances, and grow sue-1 ranged, so that the minor drains shall have fall enough to empty tlicmof as ripened. This is the proper time for sowing the principal turnip
That greet our hearts so soothingly,
cossfully. Look at the inner rind of the separate hark, to see if that be selves freely into the mains, und the latter are capacious enough to
crop. Gather seeds ns they ripen, and prepare unoccupied ground for
To angel-harps belong—
entire. * If there be a hole in it, the eye of the hud has been pulled discharge the whole volume flowing into them during the wettest times,
late crops.
We listen, wondering, to the lay,
In the early part of the month look to summer pruning of grape away with the wood, rendering the bud useless, which throw away; if there will be no necessity for unsightly open ditches,
That comes and dies so soon away.
there be no hole, return to the stock, and with the haft of the knife
After the drains are properly arranged, and the soil fairly rid of tlie
vines.
gently raise the bark on each side of the perpendicular incision, open- excess of water, but not allowed to become too dry so as to present too
And often, on the glassy lake,
F ruit G arden and O rchard .—This month is the best time to prune
ing the lips wide enough to admit the prepared slip with the eye. If much resistance to the plow, the surface should be broken up .by a
When zephyrs scarce a ripple make,
fruit trees, as the woods then heal over readily, and do not canker.
We see their angel-wings
(See Downing, on Fruit Trees.) When spring grafts have failed, a hud the slip is longer than tlie upright incision in the stock, reduce the strong team, Ural removing all bushes, stumps, and hassocks which may
largest end. Stock and bud being ready, keep the latter in its natural impede such operations. These may cither be burned nnd the results
Flash, like a meteor, o’er the stream,
may succeed at this time.
When not a lingering moonbeam
I f the weather be dry, advantage should he taken of this fact to coat J position; introduce
it between the bark and wood of the stock, pushing
spreadover the surface, or their more peaty portions decomposed by
Its silver luster flings;
the surface of tho trunks oftrees with the wash recommended in vol. i„ in gently downward until it reaches the bottom of the perpendicular in- the use of the “ salt and hmc mixture,» “ potash,” or lime, after which
Wc feel our guardian-angel near,
p. 9, as the hot sun will cause the mixture to dry upon the bark, nnd cision. Let the eye of the hud project through the center of the lips ; they may he used to compost with manures. The subsoil plow should
And banish every thought of fear.
thus do away with the lam e of insects deposited in the bark. The lay the slip with the hud ns smooth n3 possible, nnd press down the he used in the bottom of every furrow made by the surface plow, thus
moisture afforded by the dews will be sufficient to enable the more sol raised hark of the stock. The hud being deposited, bind that part of loosening tlie soil to a greater depth, and allowing the water to pass off
And when wc seek the lonely wood,
uble portions to gradually enter the interstices, and thus decompose the the stock moderately tight with bass, beginning a little below the inci- more freely
The calm retreat of solitude,
sion,
proceeding
upward
so
ns
to
keep
the
eye
uncovered,
finishing
The
surface
of
the
plowed
ground
should
then
he
thoroughly
barinert or dead parts of the coating oftrees, while the after growth will
Wc hear a whisper low
above the incision. In a month after the operation, examine whether rowed until reduced to the proper condition for future culture. If this
cause such parts to be exfoliated and thrown off. We have tried this
That calls our name—then, fearful, pause
the bud has united with the stock. If it has succeeded, the bud will be bo done before the tenth of July, a crop of buckwheat may he grown
mode of treatment fully, nnd we nre convinced that the general health
To trace the strange, mysterious cause
full nnd fresh; if not, it will be brown and contracted. When it has I the same season, and any time before the twentieth of August will
and fruitfulness of the tree is much improved by its use!
That makes our hearts throb slow;
taken,
untie
the
bandage,
that
the
bud
may
swell,
and
in
a
few
days
answer
for
the
planting
of
a
ct\op
of
turnips.
Either
or
both
of
these
Budding must he performed this month, nnd Downing tells us that
Oh,
heed we then the warning call,
“ the proper season for budding is from the 1st of July to the middle of afterward cut the head of the stock off about six inches above the iuoc- crops should have the benefit of a dressing of guano, improved superAnd break the world’s entangling th rall!
ulation,
ami
prevent
all
shoots
from
growing
by
pinching
them
off.
phosphate
of
lime,
poudrette,
or
some
other
good
fertilizer
capable
of
proSeptember, the different trees coming into season as follows: Plums
Bright, in the Island of the Blest,
cherries, apricots on plums, apricots, pears, apples, quinces, nectarines This will forward the bud, which will push and ripen wood this season^ ducing a rapid growth.
Crops grown on low meadows of a peaty character are inclined to
Eternal is the Spirit’s rest,
and peaches. Trees of considerable size will require budding earlier But it must he carefully tied ns it grows to the remaining head of the
And from that happy home
than the young seedling stocks, but the operation is always, and only; stock. Some do not head down the stock until the following spring, lodge from the want of a sufficient amount of silica in the outer coating
They come to bless each mortal birth,
performed when the bark of the stock or parts separates freely from the thereby not encouraging the lmd to grow, which, if winter sets in early, I of the stalks. This deficiency is remedied in part by burning the bas
I socks and other refuse, and spreading the ashes broadcast over the soil,
And guide the soul that o’er the earth
wood, and when the buds of the current year’s growth are somewhat is the safest method.”
Carnations
and
pinks,
which
may
have
been
laid
in
June,
will
be
fairly
I thus supplying silica in small quantities in a soluble form. Iu some loThrough life’s dull ground must roam,
plump, and young wood is growing firm. Young stocks in the nursery,
To check the tears that mortals shed,
if thrifty, are usually planted out in the rows in the spring, and budded rotted off and fit for transplanting by the middle of August. “ Raise I calitie3 it may become an easy task to cart a coating of sand or gravel
the same summer or autumn.” Moderate doses of fine salt should be them nearly out of the earth, with as many of the root fibers as pos- on the surface of the meadow, and thus supply some soluble silica, nnd
And bless the mourner’s chastened head.
sihle ; cut off the'nakcd part of the stem close to the fibrous roots, nnd at the same time alter the mechanical condition of the soil very malesprinkled around those fruit trees which are attacked by the curculio.
Alas ! that in that blessed Isle
F low er G ard en .—This is the proper time for clipping evergreen trim away the straggling leaves. Plant the finest sorts in four-inch pots I rially.A tear should chase the radiant smile
in
the
form
of
a
triangle,
which
can
he
separated
in
the
spring
to
plant
In
the
immediate
neighborhood
of
soap
manufactories
the
spent
lye3
hedges, before they commence their second grow th; damp days arc
That happy Spirits w ear!.
preferable, as they arc not so liable to become brown or bruised by in the garden. Any of the principal stools should be (if in the ground) of the soap-boilers may he drawn out on carts, or wagons rigged for
Alas ! that man’s unsoftened breast
lifted
nnd
put
into
seven-inch
pots
to
he
preserved;
the
others
may
he
such
purpose,
and
cither
used
for
wetting
composts
to
be
upplied
to
the
shearing as in dry, hot weather. Buist objects strongly to trimming
Should cast away the happy rest
the tops and sides of hedges to exact right angles, but recommends that allowed to stand through the winter, covering them with a few dried soil, or deposited on heaps of earth formed by throwing together two
That bright immortals share,
leaves.
Keep
them
in
the
shade
a
few
weeks,
when
they
may
be
fully
heavy
furrows
with
a
large
plow
and
closing
the
ends,’thus
making
a
nature should he more closely imitated, and that the trimming should
And thorny paths in darkness wend,
gradually taper toward the top. We presume that Mr. Buist, with his exposed. Give gentle nnd frequent sprinklings of water until they have long, narrow trough for the reception of the fluid wastes. The whole
Deserted by his angel-friend !
fine taste, dislikes straight, hard, nnd unnatural lines. Hogarth, nlthougl: taken fresh roots. Or, if in want of pots, mnrk out a bed that can he should he allowed to remain in this state during winter, when the action
PART II.
not a gardener, deserves our thanks for his adage that the letter S is the covered with a frame, preparing the soil therein properly. Plant thorn of frosts will disintegrate and prepare the mass for use. Early in spring
The village bells peal joyfully,
line of bcautVi or in ythcr words, it is the greatest departure from a from four to six inches a p art; shade them from the sun until they spread this over tho surface of the meadow, and there will be no fear of
The peasant’s song is loud and free,
straight line. In field culture convenience requires that lines should be begin to grow, giving sprinklings of water over their foliage every grass or grain lodging, if the whole ho properly done. Unlcached
ashes applied plentifully will aho supply soluble silicates.
And all betokens joy ;
parallel and plats square, hut in an ornamental flower garden nothing evening.
Bulbous Roots._“ Look over the bulbs that are out of the ground, and
Tlie necessity of adding other special manures to the soil can best he
An heir is born to Merton’s lord,
can be more tasteless than the usual parallelograms nnd their twinAnd clust’ring friends with glad accord,
brothers, truncated squares. Why not lay out your beds in the beauti examine those that require planting; Of Friiillaria there arc about determined by an accurate chemical analysis, but it will he at all times
All hail the blooming boy;
ful forms suggested by nature 1 Take the forms of many of the leaves twenty species, but few of them generally cultivated, except F. Impcri- safe to apply composts formed of farm-yard manures, muck, decomposed
The happy parents greet their child—
as patterns; and our word for it, the tout ensemble will he better than aits, Crown Imperial, nnd F. Pcrsica. Of the former there are many by the aid of the “ salt and lime mixture,” nnd bones dissolved in sulsplcndid varieties, such ns Crown upon Crown, Lutea Maxima, striped phuric acid. In many instances a heavy dressing of lime, or, better still,
His guardian-angel saw and smiled.
the eternal parallels, ns meaningless ns ungraceful.
leaved, double flowered, etc. These will require planting, and ought of the “ salt nnd lime mixture” would he a judicious application, ridWe copy the following from Buist's Flower Garden Directory:
The
infant in his cradle sleeps,
“ Carnations and Pinks.—In order to make the former flower well, if not to be lifted oftener than every third year, They require a deep, ding the soil of acids, nnd causing a more rapid and thorough deconiHis mother near her vigil keeps
the weather is dry, give them frequent waterings at the root, nnd tie 'ieh, and loamy soil, nnd if in beds, plant them from five to seven inches position and preparation of organic matter, and the consequent liberation
Beside the gentle child ;
them up neatly to the rods. The criterion of a fine carnation is: Th deep, and one foot apart. They will grow under the shade of the trees, of the inorganic portions (or such as would he left on its combustion), or
Oh,
mark that smile of heavenly grace
stem strong and straight, from thirty to forty inches high, the corolla or in any situation where the soil is adapted for them. No imbricated I to serve.as food for plants..
Illume the infant’s happy face
or
scaly
bulb
ought
to
be
retained
long
out
of
the
ground.
When
any
Every
acre
of
peaty
low
land
thoroughly
drained
,
subsoiled
,
and
three inches in diameter, consisting of large, round, well-formed petals,
And beam with luster m ild;
but not so man} ns to crowd it, nor so few as to make it appear thin or of these nre lifted, nnd the young bulbs taken off, they should be planted judiciously managed, will prove more valuable than two or three acres
The mother keeps not watch alone—
at
once.*’
of
ordinary
upland,
and
we
hope
to
see
farmers
more
enthusiastic
in
I
empty ; tho outside petals should rise above the calyx about half an
It was the angel’s smile that shone.
Sowing Seeds of Bulbous Roots.—“ "Where any seeds of these are their endeavors to reclaim the thousands of acres which are at present
inch, and then turn off in a horizontal direction, to support the interior
petals, they forming nearly a hemispherical corolla. The interior petals saved, with the intention of sowing, let it he done this month. Procure odious to the sight, injurious to the health, and a loss to every individual
The child, no more an infant frail,
should decline in size toward the center, regularly disposed on every boxes about seven inches deep, nnd, in size, proportioned to the qunn- possessing them, as well as to the community at large.
Now bounded over hill and dale,
Thus far we have only spoken of low lands containing so much vege
side; they should have a small degree of concavity at the lamina or tity to be sown. Put five inches of light sand}' soil in the box, level it
In childhood’s boisterous glee—
broad end, the edges perfectly entire. The calyx above one inch in smoothly, aud sow the seeds separately and thickly ; cover with half an table matter as to render them peaty in their character. There is an
Now climb’d the craggy mountain brow,
length, with strong, broad points in a close and circular body. The inch of light sandy loam with a portion of earth from the woods. Keep other class almost devoid of organic matter, and generally of a clayey
Now roamed amid the woods—and now,
colors must he perfectly distinct, disposed in regular long stripes, the box or boxes in a sheltered situation, giving frequent sprinklings of texture, but which nre very valuable when reclaimed. They should
Upon the summer sea,
broadest at the edgo of the lamina, and gradually becoming narrower as water, to keep the earth damp, which must be protected with a frame, never he plowed while wet ; the drains should be in operation long
He urged his tiny skiff along,
they approach the unguis or base of the petal, there terminating in a or covered with leaves during the winter. The plants will appear in enough tô.carry off 'the water in excess, after which the whole should
And peal’d his ever-happy song.
fine point. Those that contain tu o colors upon a white ground are the spring, nnd must bo watered nnd kept in the shade. When the be ridged, back furrowed, subsoiled to the greatest possible depth, nnd
All loved the smiling, fearless boy.
leaves decay in June, put ono inch more soil upon them, and the second allowed to remain thus during the whole winter, when alternate freez
esteemed the finest.”
So lovely in his flowing jo y ;
The Criterion of a Double Pink.—“ The stem about twelve inches, the year they can_be planted with the small offsets in the garden, and treat ings and thawings will render it pulverulent and ready to be worked in
And deep Erulio felt
calyx smaller, hut similar to a carnation ; the flower two inches nnd a ed as other bulbs. They must be carefully marked every year. Tulips early spring. Treated in this manner, the nature and productions of
The kindness of the friends around,
half in diam eter; petal rose edges; color white nnd pure purple, or require several years of trial before their qualities nre known, and a the soil will be wholly changed, and what w'as before difficult of culti
Who all his childish wishes crown’d ;
rich crimson ; the nearer it approaches to black the more it is esteemed; poor soil is best suited to produce tlieir characters after the first vation may be tilled with ease. Soils of this nature are greatly benefit
And when at eve lie knelt,
ed by dressings of decomposed ihuck, charcoal dust, plowing in of
proportions equal, ns m carnation. Those that are very tasteful in these bloom.”
For them he poured his prayer above,
H ot-H ouse .—This is quite a leisure month in this department'. Any crops, or the addition ofany compost containing a large amount of veg
flowers are attentive to the manner of their opening. When the calyx
Hia guardian-angel smiled in love.
1
is deficient in regular expansion to display the petals—that is, where, re-pottings neglected in May or June may be attended to in August. etable and animal matter.

The following ero general Agents for tho Sacred Circle and Spiritual Tele
graph, and will supply all the boohs in our list at publishers’ prices :
B ela Map-su, No. 15 Franklin Street, Boston, Mass.
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J ames McDonough, Utica, N. Y.
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SPEC IA L

N O TICES.

DR. G. T. DEXTER,
89 E A S T T H I R T Y - F I R S T S T R E E T
Between Lexington nnd Third Avenues,
NEW YORK.
J. B. Conkli.v, the well-known Test Medium, lias taken rooms at 512 Broadway.
The Manifestations through Mr. C. consist chiefly of Rapping, Tipping, and Writing.
Hours from 10 to 12 Morning ; 3 to 5 and 7 to 10 p .m.
LA ROY SUNDERLAND’S “ New Method of Cure,” by Nutrition, without medi-'
cine. Boston, Atoss. Available in all forms of disease. ( Sent to your address fret,
r 1 dime, pre paid.
______________________________
1023 mos.’
Public Meetings arc held by tho Ilnimonisl Association every Sabbath at Franklin
Ifni!, 6th Street, below Arch, Philadelphia, west side. Lectures at half-past 10 a . m.,
and a Conference at 7 p . m.
.f

M R . & MRS. J . R . M E T T E E R ,
No. 8 C ollege S t r e e t , H artford ,
PSYCHO-MAGNETIC PHYSICIANS.
Clairvoyant Examinations, with all diagnostic and therapeutic suggestions require
by tlio patient, carefully written out.
T erms . For examinations, including prescriptions, $5, if the patient be present
and $10 when absent. All subsequent examinations $2. Terms strictly in advance
\ \ hen the person to be examined can not be present, by extreme illness, distance, or
other circumstances, Mrs. M. will require a lock of tlie patient’s Hair.
Mrs. M kttler also gives Psycbometrical delineations of character, by having a
letter from the person whose character she is required to disclose. Tams for the
same, 89.
Address HR. J. R. METTLEK, Hartford, Connecticut.

MRS. HETTLER’S RESTORATIVE SYRUP;
Rot a universal panacea, but a remedy for tlie impure state of the blood, a cor
rector of the secretive organs, and Bilious difficulties generally, Sick and Nervous
Headache, and all those difficulties connrctcd with a deranged circulation, bad state
oi tho Liver, Coughs, and Irritation of tho Mucous Membrane so often sympathetically
induc-’d. See full directions on the Bottle?. Also, for sale,
MRS. METTLER'S invaluable remedy for Dysentery and Bowel Complaints, so com
mon during the Summer months. This important remedy will prove almost, if not
entirely successful, if the directions are fully and carefully carried out. No family
hould be without it. Sec full directions cn each Bottle. Also

MRS. METTLER’S ELIXIR,
So celebrated for severe Bilious Colic, Pains nnd Cramps of the Stomach and Bowels
Bilious Derangement, Rheumatism, Neuralgic Pains, Internal Injuries, etc.
A. ROSE, General Agent, Hartford, Connecticut.
PARTRIDGE AND BRITTAN General Agents for the Middle, Southern, and
Western States.
jos gt.

T H E G R E A T P IA N O A N D M U S IC E S T A B L IS H M E N T .

HORACE

WATERS,

Si

333 Broadway, New Yolk.
THE Best and Most Improved P ianos and ’Melodeons. T. «Hlb eet & Co.’s
World's Fuir Premium Pianos, with or without the Æolean, ami with iron frames
and circular scales. The merit of those instruments is too well known to need
further commendation. G ilbert ' s Bounoni P ianos, an elegant instrument for
small rooms. H allkt <fc C umston’s P ianos, of the old established firm of Hallet .t
Co. Mr. W. being sole agent for all the above Pianos, can offer them lower than any
other house. Horace W aters' P ianos, manufactured expressly for him, having
great power of tone and elasticity of touch. 333 Broadway is the largest dépôt for
Musical Instruments in thi3 country, affording an opportunity for selections not to
be had elsowhero. Second-hand Pianos at great bargains. Prices from $GO to $175.
Every instrument fully warranted, or the money refunded.

MEL ODE ONS .
Good.v hn A Baldwin ’s P atk.v t 'O iioa.v M elodeons , with

two hanks of keys—a
sweet nnd powcrlul instrument. Prices from S75 to $200. S. D. & II. W. Smith's
celebrated Melodeons, Martin ’s unrivaled Guitars, B rown’s nnrps, Flutinns,
Violins, Brass instruments, etc. Dealers supplied with Pianos and Melodeons at
factory prices. 12j per cent, discount to Clergymen.

MU S I C .
This list comprises tho products of the great masters of both the American and
European continents, and is receiving constant additions by an extensive publication
of the choice and popular pieces of the day. Dealers in Music, and Teacher* oi
Seminaries wishing to purchase any music published, or make arrangements for
continued supplies of Mr. W aters ’ new issues, will find it to their interest to call or
forward their orders. Music sent to any part of the Union or Canadas, postage free
KB ‘fHORACE WATERS.
WONDERFUL

DISCOVERY.

THE

N ERV E-SO O TH IN G VITAL FLUIDS,
Prepared entirely by Spirit-direction, through
MRS. E. J. FRENCH, MEDIUM, PITTSBURG, PA.

These Medicines nre purely Vegetable, containing nothing injurious to the system,
and are a certain cure for all Nervous diseases, viz., St. Vilus’ Dance, Tic Dolorcux,
Neuralgia, Rheumatism in all its varied forms, Locked Jaw, Epilepsy or Falling Sick
ness, Palsy, Nervous and Sick Hcndaclie, Dyspepsia, Diseases of the Kidneys and
I.i ’cr, Diarrhea, Irregularities of the Female System, Tetter, and all Cutaneous Dis
eases, Chills and Fever, Cramp, Colic, Cholera-morbus, Cholera, Quinsy, Croup, Influ enza, Bronchitis, and all Acute Pains and Nervous Diseases with which the human fami •
ly are afflicted, and which for ages have baffled the skill of tho learned. These Fluids
have not failed to give relief in any of tlio abovo cases where they have been fairly
tested, and wc have now a number of living witnesses to whom we can refer.
Feeling it my duty to make known to the afflicted these invaluable remedies, no
only in obedience to the positive commands of my Spirit-guides, but from a thorough
conviction tlint they nre nil that is claimed for them, and from a desire to relieve tho
sufferings of afflicted humanity, I propose to place them in the hands of all at the
most reasonable rates, nnd shall, as far as I have the ability to do so, cheerfully sup
ply it without charge, to all who may not have the means to pay for it. For further
particulars address, T. Cplbejitson , Agent, Pittsburg, Pa.
Sold by B. Wood, No. 39L Broadway, New York; Fedcrbcn &. Co., No. 9 Court
Street, Boston; W. M. I.aning, 276 Baltimore Street, Baltimore.
Mrs. French will continue to make Clairvoyant examinations. Examination and
prescription when the parties are present, $5.00; if absent, $10.00. No charge when
parties have not the means to pay.
J05 3m.
SURGEON

AND MECHANICAL

DENTIST.

DR. JAMES ROSS respectfully informs his friends and the public that he will here
after devote liis time to the several branches of his art at No. 23 Smith Street, Newark
N. J., where those requiring such professional services are cordially invited to call ■
and examine specimens of his mechanical nnd artistic skill, especially his O n e -block
S ets of T eetit , which are believed to be superior to any now in use, either in Amer
ica or Europe. Dr. R. will be happy to refer persons who may apply to him to those
who, after numerous unsuccessful experiments with other dentists, have found his
onc-block set to answer all the purposes of the natural teeth, white the imitation of
nature is confessedly so perfect as to challenge the closest examination.
Dr. Ross will still continue to manufacture his Incorruptible T kkth for a limited
number of skillful operative dentists. Only such uecd apply.
tt.

HEALI NG I N S T I T U T E .
C harles Ramsdell , Speaking, Writing, ar.d Psychometric Medium, and S tephen
C utter , Healing Medium, would inform their friends, and the public generally, that

they will attend to the Healing of the Sick, under Spiritual Direction, at Steplie But
ter’s Rooms, Franklin Street, Wobum Centre, where the afflicted can be accommo
dated with board and treatment on the most reasonable terms. They will alio
attend to calls at a distance. C. ltnnisdell will attend to calls to sit in circles
or lecture to public assemblies in tho unconscious stat". on reasonable terms. He
will nlso write prescriptions for tho sick, giving a description of the disease and
course of treatment; nlso Psychometric delineations of character. Terms, One
Charles Ramsdell ,
Dollar.
Ntephk .v C utter .

WoBunx, Mass., March 12, 1854.

103 3 mos.

m iiS n ’S SPIRITUAL BOOKSTORE IN BOSTON.
BELA MARSH has removed from 25 Cornhill, to No. 15 Franklin Street, Boston.
In addition to his own valuable publications, nnd all others on Spiritualism, he keeps
constantly for sale all the Publications of Partridge fy Brittan, New York, and is their
general Agent. All of these works arc supplied to the trade in any quantity, at pub
lishers’ prices. Orders arc respectfully solicited.
tf.

HARMONY H A L L ,
103 C O U R T S T R E E T , B O S T O N .
This Room is in the third story of Blanchard’s Building, on Court Street, between
be bead of Hanover and Sulbary Streets. It is kept open as a f r e e reading a so
conversational room, for the friends and investigators of Spiritualism from all
parts of the country—its leading object being to give and receive light on this most
interesting and important subject of inquiry. A supply of the best Work* on Spir
itualism kept constantly on hand, for sale at the usual prices.
3 mos. 103
HERMAN SNOW, Proprietor.
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